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In accordance with the Constitution of the PSU Faculty, Senate Agendas are calendared
for delivery ten working days before Senate meetings, so that all faculty will have public
notice of curricular proposals, and adequate time to review and research all action items.
In the case of lengthy documents, only a smnmary will be included with the agenda. Fuji
proposals
area
available
at
the PSU
Curricular
Tracking
System:
http://psucurriculumtracker.pbworks.com~ If there are questions or
concerns about Agenda items, please consult the appropriate parties and malce every
attempt to resolve them before the meeting, so as not to delay the business of the PSU
Faculty Senate.

Senators are reminded that the Constitution specifies that the Secretary be provided with
the name of his/her Senate Alternate. An Alternate is another faculty member from the
same Senate division as the faculty senator. A faculty member may serve as Alternate for
more than one senator, but an alternate may represent only one Senator at any given
meeting.

www.pdx.edu/faculty-senate

PORTLAND STATE
UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE
TO:
FR:

Senators and Ex-officio Members to the Senate
Sarah E. Andrews-Collier, Secretary to the Faculty

The Faculty Senate will hold its regular meeting on October 4, 2010, at 3:00 p.m. in room 53 CH.
AGENDA

A. Roll
B. Approval of the Minutes of the June 7, 2010, Meeting
C. Announcements and Communications from the Floor
Welcome and Introductions - Senate Steering Committee
D. Unfinished Business
I. June 2010 "G-II" Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on High Achieving Students
(attached)
2. June 2010 "E-5" Proposal to Amend the PSU Faculty Constitution, Art. IV., 4., 4),
Honors Council (attached)

E. New Business
1. Curricular Proposals Consent Agenda
F. Question Period
1. Questions for Administrators
2. Questions from the Floor for the Chair
G. Reports from Officers of the Administration and Committees
16:00 President's Report
Provost's Report
Report on PSU-OHSU Collaborations - Gelmon

II. Adjournment

SENATORS IN CLAS, SSW, SBA, ED, and UPA ARE REMINDED TO
COMPLETE CAUCUS ELECTION OF YOUR REPRESENTATIVES TO
THE COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES BEFORE LEAVING THE ROOM
TODAY.

Secretary to the Faculty
andrewscolliers@pdx.edu • 850MeB • (503)725·4416/Fax5·4499
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*** 2010-11 PSU FACULTY SENATE ROSTER ***
**'*2010-11 STEERING COMMITTEE "'*
Presiding Office: Maude Hines
Presiding Officer Pro temlElect: Gwen Shusterman
Secretary: Sarah Andrews-Collier
Steering Committee (4): Rob Daasch and Tom Luckett
(2011), Dan Fortmiller and Mark Jones (2012),
Ex officio (Cornrn on Comm) Alan MacCormack
****2010-11 FACULTY SENATE (117)****
All Others (24)
Hagge, Time
CAPS
2011
Ingersoll, Rebecca
UASC
2011
Pierce, Robyn
rAC
2011
Turner, April
OAA
2011
*Sige/er, Doug (Webb)
OSA
2011
Welnick, Jennifer
SALP
2011
Wendler, Denise
BO-DA 2011
Trijiletti, Melissa
ADM
2011
Barham, Mary Ann
UASe
2011
tBaccar, Cynthia
ADM
2012
Fortmiller, Daniel
2012
CARC
Hatfield, Lisa
DDPS
2012
Ketcheson, Kathi
OIRP
2012
Kwong, Jolina
OAA
2012
McBride, Leslie
CAE
2012
Vance, Mary
CARC
2012
* Tarabocchia, JR (Thompson)
DOS
2012
Harmon, Steven
OAA
2013
Jagodnik, Joan
UASe
2013
Nixon, Nicolle
ADM
2013
Ostlund, DeLys
OGSR
2013
Ryder, Bill
ADM
2013
Sanche~Rebecca
SBA
2013
Business Administration (6)
Cabelly, Alan
SBA
2011
Rogers, Daniel
SRA
2011
Mathwick, Charla
SBA
2012
Raffo, David
SBA
2012
Brown, Darrell
SBA
2013
Johnson, Raymond
SBA
2013
Education (6)
*Reynolds, Candyce (McKeown) EPFA
2011
Munson, Leslie
ED
2011
Caskey, Mieki
ED
2012
Smith, Michael
ED
2012
*Rigelman, Nicole(Mukhovadhyay)ED
2012
Burk, Pat
2013
Engineering & Computer Science (10)
Kohles, Sean
ME
2011
Sheard, Timothy
CMPS
2011
Pqjcinovie, Branimir
BCE
2011
*Karavanic, Karen (Sailor)
CMPS
2011
Zurk, Lisa
BEN
2012
Brown, Cynthia
CS
2012
Daasch, W Robert
ECE
2012
i<eng, Wu-Chang
eMPS
2013
Jones, Mark
CMPS
2013
t Maier, David
CMPS
2013

tSterling, Sarah
Fine ,and Performing Arts (6)
'l'Gray, Charles
Hansen, Bradley
Leite, Margarette
Glaze, Debra

Bel'rettini, Mark
Taylol', Sue
Library (2)
*l3owman, Michael (Howard)
tPasehild, Christine

XS

XSPDC
MUS
MUS
ARCH
MUS

George, Linda
I-lines, Maude
Luckett, Thomas
(L,Mercer)
*Murphy, Michael
Rueter, John
Sanchez, Fernando
Seppalainen, Tom
Shusterman, Gwendolyn
*Clark, Michael (Wamsef)
Wadley, Stephen
Ediger, Joseph
"'Fischer, William (Ceppi)
Arante, Jacqueline
Brower, Barbara
'I'Burns, Scott
Butler, Virginia
Cummings, Michael
Danielson, Susan
Gamburd, Michele
Jacob, Greg
Latiolais, Paul
O'l-Ia11ol"8n, Joyce
Schechter, Patricia
*Sytsma, Mark (Balshem)
Wetzel, Patricia

Agorsah, Kofl
Eeyler, Richard
Elzanowski, Marek
Farr, Grant
Greco, Gina
Kapoor, Priya
Medovoi, Len'om
all, John
Palmiter, Jeanette
Weasel, Lisa
Kominr;, Laurence
Marrongelle, Karen
Lang, William
Otller Instructional (5)
tMaeCormaek, Alan
Trimble, Allmarie

Flower, Michael
Social WOl'k (7)
Keller, Thomas
*Oschwald, Mary (Nissen)
'l'aylor, Michael
Curry, Ann
Miller, Pamela
Nash, James

ENG
ESR
ENG
HST
ENG
BI0
ESR
FLL
PHIL
CHEM

2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
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2013
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2013
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2012
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2013
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SSW
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SSW
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SSW

2011
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2012
2012
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McBeath, Bowen

2013

Urban and Public Affah-s (9)
Kinsella, David
Neal, Margaret

I'S
lOA

Gibson. Karen
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2011

lOA
JUST
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2012

2011
2012

Carder, Paula
Henning, Kris
Strathman, James
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USP

2011

Shandas, Vivek
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2013
2013

Extended Studies (2)

Griffith Motly

Liberal Arts and Sciences (40)

Carter, Duncan
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2011
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*Interim appointments
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PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
Minutes:
Presiding Officer:
Secretary:
Members Present:

Faculty Senate Meeting, June 7, 2010
Maude Hines
Sarah E. Andrews-Collier
Ames, Anderson, Baccar, Bielavitz, Bowman, Brower, C. Brown,
Buddress, Burns, Butler, Cabelly, Carder, Carter, Chaille, Caskey,
Collier, Cummings, Daasch, Danielson, Farhadmanpur, Farquhar,
Fortmiller, Fountain, Gamburd, Gelmon, George, Gray, Hagge,
. B.Hansen, Hatfield, Henning, Hines, Hoffman, Hook, Ingersoll,
Jhaj, Kaufman, Keller, Ketcheson, Kinsella, Kwong,. Lafferriere,
Latiolais, Livneh, Luckett, MacCormack, Magaldi, McBride, L.
Mercer, R. Mercer, Miller, Neal, O'Halloran, Oschwald, Palmiter,
Paschild, Patton, Pejcinovic, Pierce, Reynolds, Rogers, Rueter,
Sailor, Sanchez, Seppalainen, Shusterman, Smith,
Sterling,
Stoering, Sytsma, Taylor,' Trimble, Turner, Vance, Wamser,
Walton, Wetzel.

Alternates Present: Greenstadt for Arante, Sulehun for Blanton, Elzanowski for Bleiler,
Griffin for Leite, Ruedas for Murphy, Lottes for Neal, Toppe,
Siderius for Zurk.

New Members
Present:

Members Absent:

Agorsah, Barham, Beyler, Berrettini, D.Brown, Burle, Ceppi, Dill,
Ediger, Elzanowski, Farr, Gibson, Greco, Feng, Flower, Harmon,
Henning Jagodnik, Johnson, Jones, Kapoor, Kominz, Lang, Maier
(Hook), Marrongelles (Laff.erriere), McBeath, Munson, Nixon,
Ostlund, Ott, Palmiter, Ryder, Sanchez, Shandas, Sheard,
Tarabocchia, Taylor (Locker), Trifiletti (Kobzina), Wadley,
Weasel.
Accetta, Anderson-Nathe, Coleman, Curry, Dickenson, Fuller,
Glaze, Jacob, Kennedy, Khalil, Kohles, Koroloff, Lall, Mathwick,
Nash, Paradis Raffo, Rogers, Ruth, Schechter, Strathman, Webb,
Welnick, Wendler.

Ex-officio Members
Present:
Andrews-Collier, Balzer, Beyler, D. Brown, Burton, Cruzan,
Desrochers, Feyerherm, Hickey, Knight, Koch, Mack, Nelson,
Sestal(, Smallman, Spalding, Wiewel.

A. ROLL
B. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF THE MAY 3, 2010, MEETING

The meeting was called to order at 15:03. The minutes were approved as distributed.
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C. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE FLOOR
Election Results: Advisory Council and the Interinstitutional Faculty Senate
Advisory Council - Scott Burns, Leslie McBride, Linda Walton
Interinstitutional Faculty Senate - Maude Hines
Senate Election Runoffs: AO - Barham; ED - Munson; 01 - Flower; UPA - Gibson
XS - in progress
Election for the Officers of the 2010-11 PSU Faculty Senate
Presiding Officer - Maude Hines
Presiding Officer Elect - Gwen Shusterman
Steering Committee Members - Rob Daasch and Tom Luckett (2011)
Dan Fortmiller and Mark Jones (2012)
June 7,2010 Senate Agenda
E-3 Correction: Rename to ",Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Program"
ADD: E-5 Amendment to the Constitution, Art. IV., 4., 4), 0, Honors Council.
ADD Report: G-9 Final Report of the Ad Hoc Committee to Propose Changes to
the Constitution
ADD Report: G-IO IFS Report of the Meeting of May 7/8, 2010 at PSU
ADD: G-ll Final Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on High Achieving Students
REMOVED from E-l, Consent Agenda: E.1.c.6.
The Presiding Officer bid farewell and thank yous to outgoing committee chairs,
outgoing facully senators, and members departing Ex officio or the university this
term, Feyerherm, Smallman, Spalding, Webb.
Reception - sponsored by Provost Koch and Scott Burns immediately following the
Senate meeting in the Geology Office, CH 17.
GELMON reported briefly on the progress of the president's Ad Hoc Committee on
PSU/OI-ISU Collaborations, which has extended their reporting deadline to fall 2010.

1. Discussion Item: Senate Agenda Setting for 2010-11
HINES solicited suggestions for Senate priorities for the upcoming year.
SCHECHTER recommended that the Senate should continue the good work
started in the current year. GAMBURD recommended the Senate conduct an
examination of the composition of the faculty with regard to balance and the
effect of the changing ratio on workloads. She also recommended the Senate
monitor development of on line learning, and in particular, review it as it relates
to workload. DAASCH noted that this latter item would be added to the Senate
Wiki so that Senators can continue this discussion.
D. UNFINISHED BUSINESS

1. Proposal to Amend the Constitution of the PSU Faculty, Art. II., IV., and V.
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WAMSER reported for the Advisory Council, as required by the Constitution,
noting that the Council advised a grammatical correction for clarity: the deletion
of a comma, Art. V. Sec.!, 3) Alternates, after "A senator who takes a leave of
absence ... " The correction was noted for the record by the presiding officer.
THE MOTION TO AMEND THE CONSTITUTION PASSED by unanimous
voice vote.
2. Proposal to Amend the Functions and Procedures of the PSU Faculty
BURNS/DAASCH MOVED TO TAKE THE MOTION FROM THE TABLE.
THE MOTION PASSED by unauimous voice vote.
LIEBMAN and JONES reviewed the item, in light of the amendment in "D-I"
passed above. WAMSER noted that the same correction should be made to this
document as was made to Art. V., Sec. I, 3) in the preceding matter. The
correction was noted for the record by the presiding officer. HINES noted, for
clarification, that election of 20 I 0-11 Senate officers would follow the chauges in
D. I audD.2.
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
3. University Studies Committee Annual Report
CRUZAN presented the report for the committee. BUTLER asked if courses
could be listed in more than one cluster. JHAJ noted that they might, as long as
the Learning Obj ectives are listed for each cluster a course is approved for.
The presiding officer accepted the report for the Senate.
4. Question to President Wiewel: Athletics and Pre-season Games
FARR auswered the question for the President, after the president's report. He
noted there is no evidence to show that these games cause more injuries,
sometimes we win them, and the athletes waut them. Regarding concussions,
there are extensive protocols in place.
RUETER noted that if the NFL can't haudle the concussion issue, how could we,
and that bodily harm violates the OAR internal management directives. FARR
replied that there are ways to not use bodily harm. He also noted that scholarships
and insurance are continued for athletes who do sustain injuries.
5. Report on Indirect Costs
FEYERHERM presented a report on Indirect Costs, as requested in October
2009 in conjunction with a June 2010 Library Committee Report requesting
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increased funding from this account (attached). He noted that the administration is
engaged in a full-scale review of how to distribute IDC recoveries.

E. NEW BUSINESS

1. Curricular Proposals Consent Agenda
HOOKlDAASCH MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE the proposals listed in E1, except, E.1.c.6.
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
WETZELlDAASCH MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE E.1.c.6.
iliAJ/WETZEL MOVED TO AMEND E.1.c.6, as follows:
Delisting Professions and Power and Sciences - Humanities clusters- upon delisting the
clusters, ARC has been requested to establish the follOWing:
o A student who has Professions and Power SINQ can mect the cluster course requirements I:ry taking one or
more courses from Freedom, Privao, Technology; Knowledge, Rationality and Understanding; or Community
Studies clusters.
o A student who has taken previouslY approved cluJ!er courses in Professions and Power but still needr to take
the connected SINQ, m'iJ! meet the SINQ requirement by taking the Proedom, Prioary, Technology;
Kn01uledge, Rationality and Understanding; or Community Studies SINQ.
o A Student who has completed Sdences - J--Iumanities SINQ can meet the cluster course requirements I:ry
taking one or more courses/rom Knowledgo, Rationaiity and Understanding; Science in the Uberal Arts; or
Interpreting the Past clusters.
o A student who has taken previouslY approved cluster courses in Sciences - Humanities but still needs to take
the connected SINQ, m'iJ! meet the SINQ requi"ment by taking the Knowledge, Rationality and
Understanding; Science in the Liberal Arts or Interpreting the Past SINQ.
,--~~~

asked if this was a parliamentary procedural tactic to add a last minute
item, rather than to make any significant change. JHAJ stated yes. HINES
cautioned that this was not normal procedure. GEORGE asked for a clarification
of the approval process for this proposal. iliAJ stated that Steve Harmon, OAA
suggested this strategy. D. BROWN stated no, the committee had not discussed it.
HINES cautioned that this was not normal procedure.
TI-IE MOTION TO AMEND PASSED by majority voice vote.
THE MOTION PASSED TO APPROVE E.1.C.6 as amended, by majority voice
vote.

2. Proposal for the Minor in Religious Studies
BROWN/CARTER MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE the Minor as listed in
"E-2. "
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
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3. Proposal to Rename Women's Studies "Women, Gender and Sexuality
Studies Program
BOWMAN/HOOK MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE the name change as
listed in E-3, to Women, Gender and Sexuality Studies Program. He reminded
that the change applies to the unit, not the degree programs.
CUMMINGS asked for clarification regarding process. MUSSEY, for Women's
Studies, noted that it was a 3-4 year consultative process, and brings the name up
to date with current scholarship.
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.

4. Proposal for Ad Hoc Committee on Online Learning
BOWMAN presented the proposal for the Educational Policy Committee.
BOWMAN/DAASCH MOVED the Senate establish the committee as specified
in "E-4."
JHAJ queried why another committee was needed. BOWMAN noted that
"COLT" was formed by the administration and is charged with infrastructure
issues, whereas this committee is charged to conduct the Senate's priorities.
HANSEN
, he noted that the COLT committee has been suspended, and
he recommended more detail be added to this motion. WAMSER stated that the
requisite detail is there in the last sentence. RUETER asked for clarification as to
how this relates to "ACAIT." KOCH stated that ACAIT has a broader scope than
on line learning, as opposed to COLT.
LIVNEH noted that there is no guarantee that appropriate units are represented.
STERLING agreed.
. LAFFERRIERE noted that there are only
a few committees that represent all units, none of which are ad hoes. HENNING
queried why the focus on online courses. BOWMAN stated that there is a steep
increase in online instruction and it isn't clear how all.policies apply online. D.
BROWN spoke in favor of the motion. SCHECHTER concurred. RUETER
concurred, noting that there are outstanding issues in spite of the number of years
we have offered online instruction. BROWER concurred, noting that EPC worked
on this for a full year and still had questions. JHAH noted that the committee
should have a Budget Committee representative and should examine how this fits
into Senate plarming. SHUSTERMAN noted that this issue is singled out because
it keeps coming up; we need to know if we have a role.
THE QUESTION was called.
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.

5. Proposal to Amend the Constitution, Art. IV, 4, 4) Honors Council
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SHUSTERMANILIVNEH MOVED THE PROPOSAL TO AMEND the
Constitution, Art. IV. 4.,4), "0) Honors Council" as listed in "E-S."
MERCER queried if there were other representatives who should be named to the
committee membership.
ffiAJIHOOK MOVED TO TABLE the motion, due to time constraints.
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.

F. QUESTION PERIOD
None

G. REPORTS FROM OFFICERS OF THE ADMINISTRATION AND COMMITTEES
President's Report at 16:30
WIEWEL presented the budget plan for new funds, one-time and recurring, by
function (attached and http://www.pdx.edu/budgetl201 0-2011-academic-budget-process).

Provost's Report
KOCH reported briefly, noting that there are currently two searches for positions in
his office, and that the Vice Presidential candidates will be on campus the week of 14
June.

1. Annual Report of the Advisory Council
The presiding officer accepted the report for the Senate.

2. Annual Report of the Budget Committee
JHAJ reported on item #5) in particular, which addresses our ability to review the
long-term impact of investments on items such as the ratio of contingent versus
.
tenure-related faculty.
The presiding officer accepted the report for the Senate.

3. Annual Report of the Committee on Committees
The presiding officer accepted the report for the Senate.

4. Annual Report of the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
The presiding officer accepted the report for the Senate.

5. Annual Report of the Educational Policy Committee
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The presiding officer accepted the report for the Senate.

6. Annual Report of the Faculty Development Committee
WALTON (for Bleiler) noted that the additional $34,111.00 allocated allowed the
committee to make an additional six awards. She also reminded that incomplete
proposals prevent awards.
The presiding officer accepted the report for the Senate.

7. Annual Report ofthe Graduate Council
The presiding officer accepted the report for the Senate.

8. Annual Report of the General Student Affairs Committee
The presiding officer accepted the report for the Senate.

9. Report ofthe Ad Hoc Committee to Propose Changes to the Constitution
LIEBMAN presented the report for the committee (attached) in conjunction with
D.l. and D.2 .. He noted that the committee disbands with this report, and the
recommendation to form a follow-up committee.
LUKETT/DAASCH MOVED the committee recommendation, " ... the Senate
establish an ad hoc committee for implementation of these constitutional and related nonconstitutional changes. The ad hoc committee will advise the Senate steering committee on
implementation and track the progress and outcomes of implementation by gathering data for
annual reports to the Senate on its effectiveness. The data should address changes in electoral
participation, the representativeness, turnover, and absenteeism of Senators, and in the priorities
and experiences of Senators and their leadership."
HINES reminded that the committee membership would be appointed by the
Committee on Committees.
TI-JE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
WETZELILAFFERRIERE MOVED the committee recommendation, "... that
OAA provide funds for a daylong Summer 2010 l'etreat of the Senate steering committee and
key committee chairs to consider implementation of non-constitntional changes listed in
Appendices A & B.,."
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
HOOK/BURNS MOVED the committee recommendation, " ... that OAA allocate
(above motion)

funds for a pad-time research assistant for this purpose."

THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
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The presiding officer thanked the connnittee for their service and accepted the
report for the Senate.
10. Report of the Interinstitutional Faculty Senate (IFS) Meeting of 718 May
http://www.uoregon.eduHfs/ifs.html

RUETER presented the report for the IFS Senators (attached).
The presiding officer accepted the report for the Senate.
11. Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on High Achieving Students

Janine Allen, committee chair, presented the report for the committee, in
conjnnction with E.S. The item was tabled, in conjnnction with the tabling ofE.S.
G. ADJOURNMENT

The meeting was adjourned at 17: 11.
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To:

Maude Hines, President
PSU Faculty senat~~ ~~ ___

From:

Bill Feyerherm, Vice Provost for Research

Re:

Indirect Cost report to Senate

As I noted in the discussion with Senate Leadership, this year has seen several
discussions with the Research Advisory Council and the Council of Academic
Deans on the issues involved with reconfiguration of the uses of indirect costs
revenues which PSU collects.
The pages attached cover two topics:
1) The nature of the current ,indirect c,ost recovery rate as approved by our
federal oversight agency
2) A set of principles or intended uses for IDC recoveries.
It is my understanding that the Provost, the VP-FADM and the new Vice President
for Research and Strategic Partnerships will be working over the next year on
issues related to the financial future of the institution and that IDC will be among
the revenue streams which they will discuss.

D-S. PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, June 7, 2010, 3 pp.

D-S

PSU Indirect Cost Rate Elements

Buildings

3.3%

Interest

1.0%

Equipment

4.8%

Operations and Maintenance

10.1%

Library
Facilities subtotal

1.3%
20.5%

General Administration

8.2%

Departmental Administration

17.7%

Sponsored Projects Administration
Administration subtotal
Total Allowed: (out of 51.8)

5.4%

31.3%
46.5%

D-S. PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, J1Ule 7, 2010, 3 pp.

D-5

Draft: Intended Uses for IDC (Facilities and Administration recovery)
1) Central University wide requirements
a. Disallowance Fund
b. Library
c. University Centers and Institutes -administration and organizing
activities
d. Research Space - Lease and Rental/improvements in space
e. Strategic Investments, major equipment, startup packages, major
cost-sharing
2) Academic Unit support
a. Research administration
b. Local maintenance issues, bridge funding, investigator support
3) Central Research Administration
a. Research Accounting
b. Office of Research and Sponsored Projects (pre-award proposal
development and contracting)
c. Research Compliance
d. Innovation and Industry Alliances (Technology Transfer)
Transition principles' in moving to a new model:
a. Use the growth in IDC recovery to provide for transitions
b. No academic unit will have a reduced dollar amount from transitions
c. Multi-year transition to smooth any dislocations

D-5. PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, June 7, 20J 0,3 pp.

E-l.a.
September 20, 20 I 0
TO:

Faculty Senate

FROM: Margaret Everett
Chair, Graduate Council
RE:

Submission of Graduate Council for Faculty Senate

The following proposals have been approved by the Graduate Council, and are
recommended for approval by the Faculty Senate.
You may read the full text for any course or program proposal by going to the PSU
Curriculum Tracking System at http://psucurriculumtracker.pbwiki.com and looking in
the 2010-11 Comprehensive List of Proposals.
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Change to Existing Programs
E.1.a.!
• MA in Environmental Sciences and Resources, Degree Name Change to
MA in Enviroumental Science and Management
The Program name was changed to Environmental Science and Management
nearly 2 years ago. The difference between the program and degree name
confuses students and potential employers of students. Also, with the
founding of the School of the Environment, "Environmental Science and
Resources" is being used to reference the PhD degree housed in the School,
not a degree associated with the departments and programs that constitute
the School. Therefore, changing our masters degree name to match the
program name will reduce confusion about who "owns" the ESR degree.

E.!.a., PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, October 4,2010
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I

I

E-1.b

September 20, 2010
TO:

Faculty Senate

FROM: Margaret Everett
Chair, Graduate Council

Drake Mitchell
Chair, Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
RE:

Submission of Graduate Council and Undergraduate Curriculum Committee

The following proposal has been approved by the Graduate Council and the Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee, and is recommended for approval by the Faculty Senate.
You may read the full text for any course or program proposal by going to the PSU Curriculum Tracking
System at .http://psucurr[,lllumtracker.pbworks.com and looking in the 2010-11 Comprehensive List of
Proposals.
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Change to Existing Course
E.1.b.l
•

PSY 485/585, Self-modification of Behavior, 4 crs, change prerequisites to: Psy 340. Expected
preparation: Stat 243 and 244, Psy321, 346 or 484.

E.1.b., PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, October 4,2010

E-5
Proposed Amendment
to the Constitution of the Portland State University Faculty
BASED ON THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON HIGH
ACHIEVING STUDENTS, THE UNDERSIGNED MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY SENATE
PROPOSES THE FOLLOWING ADDITION, WHICH CREATES A NEW
CONSTITUTIONAL COMMITTEE:
ARTICLE IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE FACULTY. 4) Standing Committees and Their
Functions. 0) Honors Council. This council shall consist of six faculty members from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (two from each of its divisions), one from each of the other
divisions, two upper-division undergraduate students, the director of the University Honors
Program and, as consultants, the following or his/her representative: the Provost, the Dean of
Undergraduate Studies, and a member of the University Studies Council. The Committee on
Committees shall endeavor to select appointees from among faculty members with an
involvement in department honors tracks, department honors societies, and the University
Honors Program. As best as possible, the student representatives should be drawn from students
participating in the University Honors Program or a departfUental honors track. The Council
shall:
1) Develop and recommend University policies and establish general procedures and
regulations for the University Honors Program and departmental honors tracks.
2) Recommend to the Faculty Senate or its appropriate committees and to the Dean of
Undergraduate Studies suitable policies and standards for Honors courses, programs, and
tracks.
3) Coordinate with the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee to review
recommendations to the Senate for new courses in the University Honors Program and
for substantive changes to the Honors Program with regard to quality and ernphasis.
4) Coordinate with the Undergraduate Curriculmn Committee to review
recommendations to the Senate regarding the creation of new honors tracks or for
changes in the requirements of existing tracks.
·5) Review, at its own initiative or at the request of appropriate individuals or faculty
committees, campus-wide resources, practices, and services for and practices in regard to
high-achieving students, and suggest needed changes to the appropriate administrators or
faculty committee.
6) Act in liaison with appropriate committees.
7) Report at least once a year to the Senate, including a list ofcourses and program
changes reviewed and approved,

Rationale and Notes:
Currently, there is no faculty governance oversight of the University Honors Program or
department honors tracks. Curriculum and programmatic changes related to honors do not go
through the regular curricular review process. This committee will provide ongoing faculty
oversight of the Honors Program and other Honors-related activities on campus that is
comparable to the oversight given to curricular and programmatic changes made by other
academic departments. The committee is given a broad charge that goes beyond overseeing these
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curricular matters-so that it can provide better coordination and direction to all of the university's
efforts to recruit and serve high achieving students. The broader charge is designed to allow the
F acuity Senate to continue to review the way in which we attract, educate and support high
achieving students after the work of the Ad Hoc Committee on High Achieving Students comes
to an end. Members of the Committee will serve for three year tenns after an initial adjustment
period, with at least a third but, if possible, no more than halfbeing replaced each year.
I, a member of the faculty senate for 2009-2010, support this amendment.

Printed Name

Signature
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G-9
Ad Hoc Committee on Constitutional Change
Final Report
June 7, 2010
Committee Members: Sy Adler, UPA, Mary Ann Barham, UASC, Virginia Butler, ANTH,
Jeanne Enders, SBA, Mark Jones CS, Bob Liebman SOC (Chair), Alan MacCormack, UNST
Consultants: Sarah Andrews-Collier TA, Duncan Carter CLAS
The Ad hoc Committee on Constitutional Change was created by the Faculty Senate
pursuant to a motion by the Ad hoc Committee to Assess Faculty Participation and
Empowerment passed on June 8, 2009
Whereas PSU has grown significantly since the last revision of its Constitution, and whereas the
2005 Ad Hoc Committee on Shared Governance, and the 2008-09 Ad Hoc Committee to Assess
Faculty Participation and Empowerment both recommended the formation of a Constitutional
Amendment Committee, we move that an ad hoc committee be formed to propose changes to the
constitution that bring it more in line with our current composition and circumstances.

Beginning in October 2009, the Committee considered the recommendations of the May 9,
2005 Report of the Ad hoc Committee on Shared Governance and of the June 8, 2009 report
of Ad hoc Committee on Assess Faculty Participation and Empowerment. We reviewed the
2008-09 faculty governance study which included a survey, focus groups, and interviews.
We discussed the report of the study's consultant, Adrianna Kezar and read some of her
writings on effective governance. We had two long interviews: one with Michael Reardon
on the history of governance focused on prior reforms and attempted reforms at PSU, and a
second with Sarah Andrews-Collier that addressed the changing character of the Senate
and processes for constitutional change.
Based on the work of prior committees and our research, we presented to the Senate
Steering Committee in January 2010 a framework for change based on three key points:
1. Making a more mission-focused and smaller Senate by changing eligibility and
representation; 2. Encouraging priority-setting through an annual agenda and planning of
senate meetings to use the calendar effectivelyfor discussion and deliberation of important
matters; 3. Improving communication between the Senate and administration and between
the Senate and the Faculty. Working from these points, we made twenty-six
recommendations for constitutional and administrative changes and for earmarking
resources to support them.
At the suggestion of the Presiding Officer and the Steering Committee, we presented our
recommendations for possible constitutional changes at the February, March, and April
Senate meetings for discussion on the floor, on the wiki, and byemail. At the May meeting,
we introduced a package of constitutional amendments to strengthen senate leadership,
clarify language for eligibility, reorganize divisional representation, and adjust faculty
representation. In response to suggestions by Senators, we made modifications and will
present the revised amendments for a final vote on June 7.
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Writing our final report ahead of the June 7 meeting, we do not know the outcome of the
vote for these amendments_ But we do know that several non-constitutional changes are
needed to make the Faculty Senate more participative, more pro-active, and more effective
as an advocate for PSU's future.
Most important among these non-constitutional changes are strategic agenda-setting and
improving communications between the Senate and,the faculty. We recommend that
OAA provide funds for a daylong Summer 2010 retreat of the Senate steering
committee and key committee chairs to consider implementation of nonconstitutional changes listed in Appendices A & B.
As our committee finishes its work, we recommend that Senate establish im ad hoc
committee for implementation of these constitutional and related non-constitutional
changes. The ad hoc committee will advise the Senate steering committee on
implementation and track the progress and outcomes of implementation by gathering data
for annual reports to the Senate on its effectiveness. The data should address changes in
electoral participation, the representativeness, turnover, and absenteeism of Senators, and
in the priorities and experiences of Senators and their leadership. We recommend that
OAA allocate funds for a part-time research assistant for this purpose.
We are grateful to the members of prior ad hoc committees whose work framed the
changes we propose and to the members of the Steering Committee for their support of our
process. At a time of possible restructuring of the Oregon University System, changes in
the Faculty Senate will be important to strengthening the system of shared governance that
is a vital part of the culture of Portland State University.
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APPENDIX A Non-constitutional changes presented to the Faculty Senate
Recommendation 1 A Strategic Senate
Goal: Focus annual Senate agenda on the year's most important matters.
• The aim is for the Senate to operate in a strategic fashion to address institution-wide
issues as a working partner with the administration in shared governance_
.Senate leadership and key committee chairs would hold a daylong 'retreat' in the summer
to establish priorities for the coming year. This should be followed by a coordinating
meeting with administration .
• The Senate should use a large portion of the first Fall Senate meeting to define and discuss
its strategic agenda for the year .
• At the final Senate meeting, the outgoing Presiding Officer should report progress on the
year's agenda.
• We recommend funding for the daylong retreat and for course release for the Presiding
Officer.
Recommendation 2 Communication
Goal: To raise the profile of Senate and its activities:
.Senate President address new faculty at Convocation
-ALL Faculty receive Senate Handbook

.Sitting senators contact new faculty
.Regular updates to faculty via email, etc., ...
• Senate president send letter in Sept. w / goals for year
.Orientation for new senators

@

last meeting in Spring Qtr

.Improvement in the website
.Funding to support senate activities
Recommendation 3 Operations
Senators with portfolio: Encourage all senators to serve on a constitutional committee
during their 3 year term. Senators have experience, expertise, and visions for change that
will benefit the work of committees handing curriculum, graduate, budget, planning,
student affairs, etc.
G-9, PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, June 7, 2010
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Staff support: Some key Senate committees like the Grad Council are supported_ Others
need staff support for scheduling, copying, mailings, etc.
Recognition: Service to the Senate or Senate committees is part of the expectation of
faculty work and those who do it should be given credit toward tenure, promotion, and
merit pay.
******************
APPENDIX B Recommendations - from the January, 2010 report to the Senate
Steering Committee
1. Keep the Faculty Senate but strengthen it.
To have at PSU both a Faculty Senate and University Assembly would be contrary to a 50year tradition, unwieldy, and likely to diffuse voice and diminish power. The Faculty
Constitution gives authority to the Senate for curricular matters (including the awarding of
degrees) and student welfare which are the core of the University's mission. That authority
makes the Senate a partner with the administration in most matters of the University.
2. Focus the annual Senate agenda on the year's most important matters.
The aim is for the Senate to operate in a strategic fashion to address institution-wide issues
as a working partner with the administration and statewide partners in shared governance.
2a. After new Senate leadership is seated in June, there should be a summer "visioning"
retreat to prioritize matters for the coming year and schedule them in the monthly
calendar. The visioning process should include key committee chairs. Soon after the
retreat, Senate leadership and chairs of EPC and other key co'mmittees should meet with
the administration in a joint planning process.
2b.The Senate should use a large portion of the first Fall Senate meeting to define and
discuss its strategic agenda for the year.
2c. At the final Senate meeting, the outgoing Presiding Officer should report on progress on
the year's agenda.
3. Communicating the purposes and activities of the Senate
3a. We recommend an annual September letter from the Presiding Officer that describes
the purposes of the Senate and its priorities for the coming year.
3b. All faculty should be provided a Senate Handbook that expands on the existing
Governance Guide to include discussion of the Senate's mission, activities, and
accomplishments.
3c. We recommend that the Presiding Officer/Steering Committee speak at Convocation to
newly hired faculty and staff to invite their participation in the Senate and faculty
governance.
3d. The Senate should encourage participation by all faculty in governance. To ensure a
flow of new talent, sitting senators should personally contact the newly tenured and
promoted.
3e. There should be an orientation for newly elected Senators that precedes the last Senate
meeting
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3f. The Faculty Senate website should be enhanced to make easier communication with
officers (a blog?) and to post Senate calendars, agenda, and minutes.
4. Representation in the Senate: Need for defining eligibility
Currently, Senators represent about 1200 faculty and staff, induding department heads
and associate and assistant deans at a ratio of 1:10. Rules for eligibility have changed over
the years as Sarah Andrews-Collier can explain. We recommend revisions to the eligibility
rules so that its membership fits the mission of Senate: stewardship of curriculum and
student welfare.
4a. Eligibility should be restricted to those whose function at the University (teaching,
research, and service) matches the Senate's mission. Initially, eligibility was limited to
those who reported to the Provost, now the Office of Academic Affairs. As the eligibility
rule was interpreted to mean credentials rather than function, a large number of FADM
reports became eligible, induding administrative assistants, business officers, parking,
safety, and others whose work is not teaching, research, and service. Our recommendation
is to exclude all whose work does not fit the mission of the Senate, roughly 200 ofthe
current eligibles. We estimate that the result will be to shrink the current number of
Senators from 115 to 95. ** Not a constitutional change but a change in applying the
eligibility language. We look forward to help from Steering in defining eligibility.
4b. We recommend that Associate and Assistant Deans be eligible to vote but not serve as
Senators if like Deans they are not involved directly in teaching and research.
** Not a constitutional change but a change in applying the eligibility language.
4c. Current voting blocs should be rethought. The Senate should group faculty who have
common interests and communicate with each other. We recommend a Constitutional
Change to break CLAS into 3 units which would then be represented in the Senate and on
key committees (UCC, Grad Council,Budget). We recommend a Constitutional Change to
merger of XST (too small) with 01.
5. Reorganize Senate meetings
Bless the Consent Agenda for speeding curricular changes and opening time for substantive
discussion
Sa. Change current practice of starting each meeting with President's & Provosts reports to
involve President and Provost in discussion of Senate priorities. Allow for major reports on
legislative matters [Bylaws change1
5b. Presiding Officer should limit length of reports (and tell speakers in advance)
5c. Have headlines for minutes of meetings go to all faculty through Currently or other
media.
5d. Give thought to revising June meeting (for the sake of new Senators) which is
overwhelmed by reports and elections
6. Committees
We heard complaints about the proliferation of Ad hoc committees by those who wondered
whether standing committees could do the work or worried that Ad hoc members were
selected without regard to representativeness.
We recommend that the committee system be rethought with an eye to smooth
functioning, by assuring secretarial support (vital!), keeping records and institutional
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memory, encouraging regular attendance, and identifying successors to chair. We suggest
an end of year gathering of 09-10 committee chairs to have their input.
6a. In coordination with the goal of an activist, agenda-setting Senate, encourage
representation by Senators on key Senate committees such as Committee on Committees
and Academic Requirements Committee.
6b. Right-size committees to balancing the number of members with the volume of work.
Some committees should be shrunk, others enlarged. Not all committees need full
representation of schools and blocs in Senate.
6c. Some committees might be cut (Parking).
6d. Alter Advisory Council by linking more closely to Steering Committee and by ending at
large representation and having 3 year term [With 2 year term, 1/2 of 6 seats turn over
each year, members need to know each other to work effectively.]
6e. Revise language for EPC to coordinate with Steering Committee for agenda-setting
7. Voting and committee preferences
Current system of paper voting and committee preferences should slowly move online

S. Operations
Sa. We recommend that the University provide course release to the Presiding Officer and
the Secretary to the Faculty. Vote to put on the record.
Sb. Arrange succession by encouraging President Pro Tempore to become Presiding
Officer.
Sc. Create a nominating committee separate from the Steering Committee.
Sd. Have earlier elections for Senate leadership (April rather than June). ** Not
Constitutional change but rules change.
END
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Memorandum
June 7,2010
To:
PSU Faculty Senate
From: John Rueter
Re:
IIFS report from the May 7 & 8 meeting
We held our meeting at PSU to coincide with the OUS board meeting on May 7 and 8,
2010.
The meeting notes will be posted to the lIPS website after they have been approved at the
next meeting. Unfortunately our next meeting isn't until October. The website for
previous notes and other documents can be found at:
http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/~ifslifs.html

On Friday the agenda was:
1. preliminary discussion on restructuring
2. report on the applied baccalaureate project with a report from Joel Holliday and
Melissa Trifelleti
a. http://www.ous.edu/dept/indaffairs/AB/
3. Ruth Keele from the chancellor's office reported on the performance outcome
measures
a. http://www .ous.edu/dept/pm/index.php
4. Chanellor Pernsteiner discussed accreditation, emergency board, Governance Policy
Committee and other issues.

On Saturday the agenda was:
1. Bob Turner (OUS) discussed the dual credit programs in high schools teach courses
for college credit.
a. http://www.ous.edu/about/uee/
2. Math and English exams
a. http://www.achieve.org/
3. The lIPS meeting schedule for next year. The main question is whether we should
meet where and when the OUS board or should we visit other campuses. We decided
on a hybrid.
4. Discussion of restructuring. Reiterate our position from the January meeting.
5. Campus reports

Macintosh HD:U sers:andrews:Desktop:IIFS-report-june7 -201 O.doc
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Ad Hoc Committee on High Achieving Students
Report to the Faculty Senate
May, 2010
PaJt I: Overview of Committee's Work
The reputation of a university and its ability to recruit, serve, and retain high achieving students
are intertwined. Enrolling high-achieving students brings state, regional, national and
international recognition to a university thereby strengthening the institution's reputation and
image. In turn, high-achieving students are attracted to institutions with strong reputations.
Additionally, top students help attract outstanding faculty and researchers to the institution. And
just as these top professors are lured to schools that have outstanding students, these same
students are attracted to schools that have outstanding faculty. Thus it is important to examine
the recruitment, retention, and academic experiences of high achieving students at POltland State
University.
.
AI the request of Faculty Senate, in spring term 0[2009 Provost Roy Koch appointed the Ad Hoc
Committee on High Achieving SUldents "to eXaJUine University-wide resources and services for
aJld practices in regaJ'd to high-achieving students." The cOirunittee was appointed and began
meeting in May 2009. It met until the end of the academic year, and resumed its bi-monthly
meetings in the fall of2009 and continued through the end of the 2009-2010 academic year_
In addressing its charge, the committee confi-onted a number of challenges. First the size of the
committee posed a challenge because it was difficult to coordinate schedules of 18 members,
thus participation was not always consistent. Second the charge of the committee was very broad
and an ambitious undertaking given the time frame. Finally, the data needed to fully address the
committee's charge were not available. ill general there is limited data on high achieving
students and their expel1ences at PSU, and in particular there is no systematic identification of
students who participate in the Honors PrograJn or the departmental honors tracks in the Banner
student information system.
The committee organized its charge around four questions. Who are high achieving students,
how do we attract them, what do we offer them, and how do we prepare them for postbaccalaureate opportunities'? During the course of the year the committee met with Angie
Garborino, Agnes Hoffman, Lawrence Wheeler, Shawn Smallman, Frosti McClurken-Talley,
and Marvin Kaiser. The conunittee also reviewed what data existed on high achieving students,
and conducted a survey of the heads of academic units and a focus group of high achieving
students. In addition the committee reviewed the opportunities that our sister institutions in the
Oregon University System and comparator institutions offer high achieving students.
Through its work, it became apparent to the committee that recruiting, retaining, and serving
high achieving students will require on-going efforts to advocate for and coordinate opportunities
for high achieving students. There needs to be a commitment of resources and energy, and a
. spirit of dedication to serving high achieving students thatpelmeates the university and fosters
.
.
strong collaboration among the lwits in the university.·

HAS Report
Page 1 of37
May, 2010
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This report involves three additional parts. Part II summarizes the recommendations ofthe
Committee; Part III is a discussion the committees findings and the resulting detailed
recommendations; and Part IV is a discussion of other curricular options examined by the
Committee.

,
!

Palt II: Summary of Recommendations
The report of the committee includes numerous recommendations for how the Portland State
University can better attract, retain, and serve high achieving students. In general the
recommendations call for:
A. Creation of a standing Faculty Senate committee, the Honors Council, to oversee, coordinate,
and advocate for the University's offerings for high achieving students.
B. Greater investment of resources and collaboration directed toward earlier identification and
aggressive recruitment of high achieving students.
C. Greater investment in scholarships and strategic use of scholarships to attract and retain high
achieving students.
D. Increases in advising resources to assist students in exploring, applying to, and choosing post
baccalaureate opportunities, and to support potential applicants for competitive scholarships
alld awards.
E. More curricular options at the lower-division level to appeal to a wider range of student
interest.
F. A bridge to upper-division honors opportunities for transfer students and students not in the
Honors Progranl.
G. Clear, precise, and complete descriptions of HOl1ors Progranl and departmental honors tracks
in the PSU catalog for sake of transparency and marketing. This will require a clarification of
policies and practices, including the exemption of Honors Program students from the
baccalaureate distribution requirements, approval of Honors theses, etc.
H. Curricular proposals (including those concerning departmental honors tracks and Honor
PrograJl1) be vetted through the faculty governance shucture, i.e., require the approval of the
Honors Council (a body yet to be created), the University Curriculum Committee, and the
Faculty Senate.
r. Remedying the Honor Program's ongoing use of omnibus numbers rather than discrete
catalog numbers for well established. courses.
J. Better tracking Honors PrograJl1 and depaltment honors track students in Bmmer student
information system and on-going, systematic assessment of the curricular and co-curricular
expeliences of high achieving students.
Palt III: Findings and Recommendations
What follows is a discussion ofthe Committee's findings and its detailed recommendations.
Italicized and underscored text is taken from the charge of the Committee. Bulleted items are the
Committee's rccOimnendations.

The Committee was charged with reviewing campus-wide recourses, practices and services
related to high-achieving students. In pursuit of this goal, the commillee was asked to consider
and make recommendations regarding:
HAS Report
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1) The definition of"high achieving student", and methods currently employed for identifying
and recruiting such students, both in our admissions office and throughout the university.
There is no single definition of a high achieving student at Portland State. Definitions used
most often reflect high school GPA and/or SAT/ACT scores. While the reliance on
quantifiable measures may preclude students whose achievements are measured more
subjectively, the admissions office personnel targets students with high school GPAs of 3.5
or above and 1150 SAT or 24 ACT scores in their efforts to recruit high achieving students.
There is considerable competition among colleges and university to enroll high achieving
students. Student college choice has generally been conceived of as a process involving three
stages: predisposition (where students arrive at a decision to continue their education beyond
secondary schooling), search (where students explore various options for continuing their
education and develop a set of institutions they considering attending), and choice (where
students apply to and eventually choose an institution from the set of choice institutions
developed in the search stage). Typically high achieving students begin the college choice
process early in their high school career.
In order to attract high achieving students, PSU needs to be in the set of institutions from
which the student will choose to attend. Each year the admissions office secures contact
infonnation on prospective students through purchasing the names of students from targeted
states who took the PSAT and SAT, high school visits, college fairs, and other acti vities. The
office has an extensive plan for communicating and following up with students who have
high school GPAs of3.5 Of above and 1150 SAT or 24 ACT scores_ The admissions office
--------.afscnlas-puI511cat1onsarunrol<lseveTIllfll!>ectfic"ally-targelel:tnr-higlrachievirrg-studentsc---------------------·
Periodically the admissions office will send the contact infonnation on high achieving
students to the academic units. It is not clear what the academic departments do with the
names. The Admissions Ofilce does send the Honors Program lists of scholarship recipients
and admitted students who meet the GPA and SAT test requirements ofthe Honors Program
(3.5 GPA and 1200 SAT score). While the Honors Program's contact with these students
may help recruit students to the program, more efforts need to be made to use the Honors
program to recruit students to Psu.
It is noteworthy that despite the efforts ofthe admissions office personnel, PSU attracts fewer
first time freshmen than do OSU and UO. And while there had been an increase PSU's
ranking among other OUS institutions, PSU's first time freshmen average high school GPA
and test scores rank below OSU and UO. It is further noteworthy that PSU expends less
proportionately resources on student recmitment.

In order to attract high achieving students the committee recommends:
• The University devotes more resources toward the earlier identification and
aggressive recnritment of high achieving students.
• More collaboration among the admissions office, academic departments, and the
Honors Program to contact and follow up with students while they are forming their
HAS Report
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•

choice set of institutions so that the university's offering can be used to attract high
achieving students.
Stronger and more prominent presence of opportunities PSU offers high achieving
students on the PSU web cite including a links to information about the University
Honors Program, Departmental Honors Tracks, scholarships, highlights of students,
etc.

2) The scholarship resources available for recruiting high-achieving students, and the current
processes for coordinating such resources_
Currently some scholarships and fee remissions are awarded centrally, while the awarding of
other scholarships is decentralized. Some scholarships, particularly those awarded centrally,
are used to specifically attract incoming students, while other scholarships are awarded to
continuing students and help to retain high achieving students. Not all fee remission and
scholarship dollars awarded by PSU are done so on the basis of the student's academic
achievement.
Scholarships are of upmost importance in attracting and retaining high achieving students.
However, PSU lags behind its sister institutions in the Oregon University System in
proportion of fee remissions invested in scholarships and the amount of private donation
scholarships available to award in scholarships.

In order to attract new students, the timing of when scholarships are offered is important to
getting PSU in the choice set of institutions. The Viking Scholarship (PSU Scholars) program
targets high school juniors, who are in the search stage of their college choice process, by
ofteringstudentsWl'tn cumlIlative-htgllsctjm)l-eH)Kn)J-3~~()-;rtt;OO()-schotarship-·slroul1:llhey-·-----·--
choose to attend PSU. However, in recent years the dollars in the scholarship program have
been reduced. Further, in awarding other scholarships to new students, PSU must be
competitive with when other institutions award scholarships to high achieving students.

In the 1990s the University HOnors Program was provided with sixty Lamels Scholarships
(fifteen per year for each of four years) that provide tuition remission for 12 credit hours per
tenn, which can be continued for a maximum of twelve telIDS, based on contimling
satisfactory performance, measUred each terlll. The number of scholarships available for
distribution by Honors was later changed from a fixed number to a dollar amount; thus, with
subsequent tuition hikes the number of scholarships available has dwindled. Currently,
Honors has forty-two scholarships. These scholarships are awarded to Honors students
demonstrating outstanding performance in the first year of the lower-division core course,
"Studies". In 2006-07, at the urging of the admissions office and the university scholarship
coordinator, the Honors Program agreed to palticipate in the University's online scholarship
application proj ect, and committed to funding a maximum of ten successful applicants
identified during this process. Unfortunately, only two complete applications were received
and funded. In the future Honors and the Admissions Office will need to better advertise
tl1ese scholarship opportunities as recruitment tools.
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The committee understands that there is an institution-wide committee looking at how fee
remissions dollars are invested. The Committee recommends
• The fee remissions committee examine how these remissions can be coordinated and
invested strategically to attract and retain high achieving students.
Further the committee recommends
• An increased investment in fee remission dollars to attract high achieving students
• The Development Office work with the Honors Program faculty to increased fund
raising activities for scholarships, particularly through strengthening the a donor base
of alumni ofthe Honors Program
• Conunittee asks the future Honors Council to examine the appropriateness of the
method and criteria by which merit-based scholarships are distributed to students.
3) The coordination of advising with particular attention to continuing academic development
(e.g:, applying for graduate/professional schooD
Much of the advising for students interested in pursuing graduate or professional schools
rests with individual faculty. Pre-health advisers in CLAS spend considerable time and effort
assisting their students with applications. The Career Center provides a number of
opportunities designed for current PSU students who are interested in graduate or
professional schools. These include workshops on gmduate school search strategies, as well
as individual appointments to discuss resume development, graduate school essay reviews,
and providing mock interviews to support graduate and professional school admissions
processes.
Recommendation:
• The committee recommends that the Academic Advising Council provide
professional development opportlmities to snpport the role of faculty and professional
academic advisors in assisting students in exploring, applying to, and choosing post
baccalaureate opportunities.
4) Aspects of curricular design to serve the needs of high-achieving students, beginning with
freshmen and for high achieving transfer stndent§.
In addreSSing this aspect of its charge, the committee reviewed the opportunities that our
sister institutions in the Oregon University System and comparator institutions offer high
achieving students. A summary of this review and analysis is included in Appendix A.

5) The coordination of means by whi,ch we identify and prepare students to applY for the
prestigious national and intemational scholarships and fellowships amman, Marshall,
Rhodes, Goldwater, Phi Kappa Phi, etc.)
The committee did not find a consistent university strategy to identify and support
high achieving students for national and international scholarships and fellowships. In
stead, high achieving students are identified and prepared to apply for national
scholarships and fellowships in a largely ad hoc and uncoordinated way, with some
advertising on the web, and some program specific or individual faculty outreach.
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences is the exception. CLAS has made a
HAS Report
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conscious effort over the last few years to reach out to students who might be eligible
for these awards both tln"Ough its Dean's Scholars program and by assigning .5 FTE
professional academic adviser to work with students applying to graduate school by
. helping them look for scholarships and supporting them through the application
process.
Further, it seems that PSU students face added hurdles when they do attempt to
compete for prestigious award. Students often begin the application process (00 late
(at the end of junior or senior year), Students Who apply from institutions that
regularly cultivate and support a pool of applicants are more likely to be "on the
radar" of selection committees for prestigious awards. Fewer PSU students have been
mentored through the co-curricular activities, internships and study abroad
experiences that help prepare them as successful candidates. PSU could enhance the
competitive edge for its students, even with the constraints of current resources
limitations, if various campus groups who work with and make awards to high
achieving students (PSU Admissions & Scholarships, McNair Fellows, Campus
Diversity, Gampus Engagement, IE-3 Global Internships, Phi Kappa Phi, Honors
Program, departmental honorary societies and honors tracks, and others) made a
concerted effort to identify students who are competitive for these awards.
Recommendations:
• Assign 1.0 FTE of the new advising positions created in support of mandatory
advising to work with an Honors Council to develop and then implement a
plan to identify and support potential applicants for competitive scholarships,
as early as possible (by Sophomore year) at PSU.
• Include consultation on, coordination and dissemination of student
development opportunities among programs serving high achieving students
as one ofthe charges of the University Honors Council/Board.

6) The significant presence o[such co-culTi9.Vlar entities as the various honoraries and the

student pre-professional organizations.
According to a document provided to the HAS committee from Student Activities and
Leadership Programs (SALP), a unit within Student Affairs, there are currently ten honorary
groups active and supported by SALP advisers. It is tmcleru' to what degree these groups are
also connected to the academic disciplines or a faculty member within the diSCipline.
Few respondents to our HAS survey of departments at PSU highlighted honorary
societies or students clubs as one of the "opportunities" that their departments
provides for high achieving students (only 5 out of30). A search of the PSU web site
found few references to honorary societies, suggesting that infonnation that might
point students in this direction is not easily accessible.
There was limited data available to the Committee on the curricular or co-curricular
experiences of high achieving students at PSU. The data that were available (e.g.,
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from the advising survey, admissions survey, and National Survey of Student
Engagement) were collected for purposes other than understanding the experiences of
high achieving students. The committee recommends:
• The systematic, on-going assessment of curricular and co-curricular
experiences of high achieving students.
The University Honors Program is an important resource for high-achieving students at
Portland State University. The committee was asked to:

I. Understand the history and development of the Program. and consider ways that the
Program's efforts to serve its population of high-achieving students can be suppOlted and
strengthened, and further integrated with existing or emerging resources at the university
The University Honors Program (then called the University Scholars Program) was
established in 1969 by the State Board of Higher Education upon recommendation by the
PSU Faculty Senate and administration. The Honors Program was designed to provide a
demanding and ligorous four-year general education track for a limited number of motivated
students intending to go on to graduate or professional school. As initially conceived,
students enteling the University Honors Program would be extended the extraordinary
privilege of release from the general university requirements for the baccalaureate. Instead,
students are expected to meet a different set ofrequirements that includes general education
coursework (done within the Honors Program) and coursework in a specific departmental
major. So long as students meet those basic requirements they can graduate-and quite
frequently have graduated-with fewer than the general university's required number of
completed credit hours. The extension of this privilege necessitates that the faculty exercise
careful supervision as students develop their plans of study and prepare their portfolios for
application to graduate or professional school. In order to ensure the close advising and
mentoring of honors students who are afforded this privilege of designing individualized
programs, the number of students who can participate in the program was capped at 200
when the program was founded.
The Washington, D.C. internship experience is one of the distinctive features of the PSU
Honors Program. In 1986 the University Honors Program began offering students the
opportunity to secure and participate in undergraduate intemships in Washington, D.C. These
int~'fnships are generally closely related to the stndents' academic al"ea of speCialization, or
anticipated graduate/professional goals. Over the years students have earned internships at
the National Institutes of Health and the National Institute of Mental Health, the Woodrow
Wilson Center, the Smithsonian Museums, the Library of Congress, in the offices of
Oregon's senators and representatives, and in many other prestigious positions. The Honors
Program has been able to provide this opportunity to sixteen students per year. A list of the
internships in which Honors Program students have participated is included in Appendix B.
2. Curriculum
A. Core Coursework
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Unlike some honors programs that follow a disseminated or distribution model, the PSU
Honors Program provides an integrated cunicular experience that maintains continuity
throughout the four years students spend in the program. In the lower-division tier
students take the core courses in which they develop a mlmber of writing and research
skills necessary for writing the baccalaureate thesis. In the upper-division tier, students
take courses that continue to refine and build upon the writing skills developed during the
lower division core courses. Thus, by the time students enter their senior year they will
have had the opportunity to develop and refine the writing skills necessary for producing
the baccalaureate thesis, the final step in the honors curriculum.
The two-year lower-division core courses in honors were developed to address two goals.
First, courses in honors provide thematic content students will need and which will
appeal to students from a wide range of disciplinary majors. Second, coursework is aimed
at preparing the writing skills students will need to complete the final thesis project in
their senior year. The thematic focus of the current lower-division core courses in Honors
was designed and implemented in the years 1995-1997. hl the early 1990s the faculty of
the Honors Program became involved in the working group on the re-design of general
edncation at PSu. Drawing on their expertise Michael Flower and Lawrence Wheeler
applied as principal investigators to the joint NSFINEH project on curricular reform and
were successful in competing for a $176,000 cUlTiculum development grant to design a
new cluster of courses for the University Studies project examining and comparing the
methodologies of the sciences and the humanities. The insights gamered through the
project also drove the most recent redesign ofthe honors core courses_ The result has
been an imlOvative general education program that otTers a coherent and integrated fouryear curriculum with clearly defined leaming outcomes. In 2010 PSU received the
Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA) Award for Outstanding Institutional
Practice in Student Leaming Outcomes in recognition of the curricular design in both the
University Honors Program and University Studies.
The thematic content of the current lower-division core course that developed as a result
of the work done with the support of the NSFINEH grant explores the relations between
"the two cultures" (those of the sciences and the humanities.) In the first year of the core
cun-iculum, students explore the rise of experimental sciences from the seventeenth to the
twentieth centnry and study other forms of knowledge production that get pushed aside to
make way for it. In the second year, the course, by tuming back to ancient Greece and
Rome then moving forward to the seventeenth century, examines the cultural matrices of
knowledge production, leading back to a more fully-informed examination of the
emergence of experimental science. In the third and fourth years, students in Honors take
at h,ast two upper division seminars in Honors that focus on topics in the faculty's areas
of expertise_
The writing assignments for the lower-division core conrse are introductory of the tools
necessary for the later composition ofthe baccalaureate thesis. All writing assignments
are built around a drafting and revision process and requires students to turn in multiple
drafts of their work before producing the final product In the first year students have a
summary of argument assignment (which asks that they read and consider the argument
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of a scholarly text), an explication assignment (which requires that they read a pt;mary
text and examine the relation between form and content in a text), and an assignment
studying the implicit construction of historical relationships (which requires that students
attend to how a text situates its argument in relation to precursor texts.) In the sbcond
year, students work on a year-long project in which they identify a contemporary
discourse community; that is, a group of scholars sharing a common inquiry, which will
be identified both by means of the evidentiary archive employed and by the methods lIsed
to examine and manipulate that evidentiary archive. This rehearsal anticipates later work
students will do to identify a scholarly research community in their own discipline in
which they will frame their own argument in the baccalaureate thesis_ In the third and
fourth years assignments reinforce the writing tools developed during the first two years
of the curriculum. Thus, by the time students are prepared to write their baccalaureate
thesis they should have received 35 hours of writing instruction in their general education
courses.

B. Alternate first year theme
In order to offer a wider variety of courses for honors students, the Honors Program is
developing an alternate first-year theme that it will pilot during the 2010-2011 academic
year. The altemate first-year course that will develop the same writing and critical
reading skills as the current core course, but it will focus on the theme of colonialism and
globalization instead of the exploration of the rise of the experimental sciences.
C. Domain Seminars

In order to better address the needs of high-achieving transfer students, the University
Honors Progran1 is currently considering developing a series of "domain seminars"
taught at the 300 level that would serve as an entry point into the "upper-division tier" of
Honors for students coming in with more than 60 credit hours. These seminars could
serve as the entry point for transfer students coming from the new PCC Honors Program
(see below) and for other trausfer students.
The domain seminars would recognize that there are methodological similarities between
disparate disciplines and tl1at there is value in bringing students across disciplines, but
within domains (e. g. the natural sciences and engineering, the humanities, the social
sciences) to thoughtfully inspect and consider such similarities and to also give full
weight to differences defining particular disciplines. This would mean offering different
domain seminars each term that would focus on different domains. These seminars would
be taught within Honors, but could draw upon faculty expertise from outside Honors on a
rotational basis.

2. Evaluate the success of students in the Honors Program using data on retention, completion
'rate and time to degree in addition to information on awards and graduate and professional
school placement
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The retention ofPSU Honors Program students is difficult to measure due to the fact that
currently enrolled Honors Program students are not coded as s,ICh in Banner. (Formally the
Honors Program appears in a student's record as a second major in Honors, but Honors
Program students do not declare the Honors major until they graduate.) To study the issue,
the Committee has therefore had to work essentially from just two sets of data: students who
have actually enrolled in Honors courses (1992 to present), and students who have graduated
with PSU Honors (1975 to present). These data appear to reveal a low rate of retention, and
the Committee considers this low retention rate as one of the greatest challenges facing the
Honors Program today.
To illustrate the problem, consider the average enrollment figures for Honors Program
cohorts entering 2005-06, 2006-07 and 2007-08. Actual enrollment in HON 199-1 (faJl term
freshman year) averaged 84 students. By the following spring average enrollment in HON
199-III dropped to 44 students, and by spring tenn of sophomore year average enrollment in
HON 199-VI fell to 20 students. In recent years the 111l111ber of students actually graduating
from PSU Honors has varied between 11 and 14 students per al111um, representing a further
drop in enrollment. at the upper-division level.
As another illustration of the problem of retention, consider the 6-year graduation rate for
Honors Program cohorts entering 2002-03 and 2003-04. Of tile 143 students who started any
freshman-level section of HON 199 during these two academic years, 31 students (22%)
graduated from PSU with University Honors within six years, and 41(29%) graduated from
PSU within the same time but without University Honors. (Seventy-one students, or 50%,
did not graduate from PSU within six years, but we have no information on whether they
transferred to and graduated from another institution.) In other words, of the 72 students in
these two cohorts who graduated from PSU within six years, 57% did so by transferring from
PSU Honors to University Studies.
The committee offers some potential explanations or causes for the retention rate, while
acknowledging that there may be others.
There is substantial reason to suppose that the low rate of stndent retention in PSU Honors is
in part a problem of recruitment. That is, retention will be greater if the Honors Program
begins by recruiting stndents who clearly have the potential to succeed. I Over the last several
years the number of students who go through the full application process and are fully
admitted to the University Honors Program as entering freslunen has diminished 2 The
current recruitment plan consists primarily of the admissions office doing initial outreach to a
broad range of high school students and then providing Honors with contact information for
See Appendix C: "A Close Look at One Honors Cohort Over the Freshman Year"
The full admission process requires that students have a minimum 3.5 high school GPA and an
SAT score of 1200 or better (combined math and ciitical reading score.) They are also required to
submit a writing sample (a research paper which employs and critically assesses outside sources used
to support the writer's argll111ent), traru;cripts of previous academic work, and two letters of
recommendation, preferably from teachers familiar with their academic work. Those students ate
also interviewed.
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students already admitted to PSU who at least partially meet the requirements for admission
to the program. The Honors Program generally receives this infonnation batched in late
January; Honors then sends out a letter, application and brochure about the program to those
students. Unfortunately, this batch list of student names is provided to Honors late in the
reCl1Jitment cycle-ideally, high achieving students admitted to PSU should already have
been made aware of the existence of the Honors Program by this point. Furthe1IDore, the
CUlTent recruitment process does not successfully identify high achieving students, who have
not yet applied to PSU, early enough for the purposes of strategic recruitment to PSU and the
University Honors Program. Snch strategic recruitment of high achieving students for Honors
necessarily serves to recruit high achieving students for PSU.
Given current stresses on credit-hour generation, Honors has found it necessary to recruit
students during Summer Orientation, at which point there is not time to take students through
the full application process and screening. Rather, students, who have attended an
infomlational session about Honors (and who have attested that they are able to meet the
rigorous writing demands of the curriculum) are provisionally allowed to enrolJ in the first
year "Studies" sequence and told that full admission into the Honors Program will be
dependent upon their work in their majors and in the first year courses in Honors.
Unfortunately, in many cases, students who self-select for participation in the Honors
Program during the Summer Orientation sessions do not meet the minimum admission
requirements for honors. This results in a high attrition rate during the first year courses from
among those who were not screened prior to enrollment in the honors cohort. Students who
were not previously iom1ully admitted to the Honors Program are fully admitted after
successful completion of the first year core course.
The problem of student retention in PSU Honors may also be tied to another pattern that
we have noted, that the Honors Program does not appear to appeal evenly to high
achieving students of all majors. Consider the pool of all 137 students who graduated
successfully £i'om PSU Honors between winter 2000 and fall 2009. Of these students,
twelve completed double majors and two completed triple majors, so that together they
represent a total of1S1 individual majors. Of these 151 majors, 104 (69%) fell within
just ten departments: English (18), Biology (16), Chemistry (13), History (12), Music
(10), Foreign language (9), Art (8), Computer Science (6), Psychology (6) and Science
(6). Another 22 departments accounted for 1-4 individual majors each, and no other PSU
departments were represented at all. To cite one example, Geology has one of the oldest
and must successful departmental honors tracks at PSU, but so far no PSU Honors
ProgranI student has ever majored in Geology. It appears, then, that the Honors Program
has integrated much more successfully with some majors than with others.
Admittedly, the direction of the PSU Honors informs us that some ofthose who initially
enroll in HON 199-1 as freshmen are students who have not been formally admitted to the
Program, but who have been encouraged to tryout Honors by taking a course or two.
Arguably this practice may make the disproportion between freshman and senior Honors
students appear larger than it actually is. Presumably, however, some of the more
successful of these non-Honors students go on to enroll in the Program, so that in another
sense all freshmen taking these courses should be considered as potential Honors
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students. Since Balmer does not currently indicate which students are admitted to the
Honors Program and which are registered for Honors courses without being so admitted,
we have been unable to compare the retention of Honors and non-Honors students as
separate groups taking Honors courses.
Admittedly also, the retention rate for PSU Honors is not easily compared with retention
rates in most other PSU programs. PSU Honors is unusual in that it is not currently
equipped to accept transfer students, who otherwise constitute the majority of the PSU
student body. The Honors Program is cmrently conceived as an integrated 4-year
program that necessarily begins in freshman year. Thus students leaving the Honors
Program during or after the freshman year are not balanced by other students transferring
into the Program at the sophomore or upper-division levels.
While some attrition will necessarily occur in any highly demanding academic program,
it would be desirable to achieve a somewhat greater balance between freshman,
sophomore and upper-division enrollments in PSU Honors. Improved retention would
have several distinct advantages. For students progressing through the program, greater
retention of their classmates would create more of a sense of a cohort of students sharing
the Honors experience as a group. Greater retention would make more efficient use of
the time and resources of Honors faculty, since they would no longer be training a large
number of students who will not complete the program. Greater retention would also
produce a larger number of graduates from PSU Honors, thus presumably improving
their career prospects and raising the national visibility of the Program and the
University.
To this end, the Committee recommends several reforms:
• The University should devote greater resources toward the earlier and more
aggressive identification and recruitment of Honors Program applicants, especially
from area high schools. Retention will be greater if we begin by recruiting students
who clearly have the potential to succeed.
• h1 order to appeal to high achieving students with a wider variety of interests, PSU
Honors should develop (and is in the process of developing) more curricular options
at the lower division level. Currently the Program has plans to develop an alternative
track in its freshman year sequence that would focus on the theme of colonialism and
world cultures rather than the current narrower focus on European culture. We see
this as a step in the right direction, assuming that such new courses would be subj ect
to the nonnal process of curricular review.
• The recent decision by Portland Community College to develop its own lowerdivision Honors Program presents PSU with a new 0ppOltunity to integrate high
achieving students into the PSU Honors Program as transfer students. PSU Honors
Program is exploring domain seminars that conld be taught on a rotational basis by
departmental faculty. These interdisciplinary seminars could in the humanities, the
social sciences, the physical sciences, and, perhaps, systems philosophy. The domain
seminars couid serve multiple purposes: in addition to integrating PSU Honors more
fully with the majors and with departmental faculty, these seminars could serve as a
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pathway by which fully qualified transfer students may enter the PSU Honors
Program at the upper-division level.
The co-admission programs with area community colleges offer 0ppOltunities for
students to effectively transition from honors programs at in these institutions to
PSU's offelings for high achieving students. The possibility of dual admission to the
PCC and PSU honors programs should be examined.

3. Consider how the curricular review process occur for the Honors Program.
In one sense the PSU Honors Program has always been subject to the same process of
cUl1'icular review that applies to other curricular programs at PSu. New courses and
substantive curricular revisions to the catalog are subject to approval by the director ofthe
Program, the University Curriculum Committee and the Faculty Senate. Most recently, such
curricular review occurred in the earl y 1990s when certain significant changes were made to
the structure of the program, both to establish equivalency with the new University Studies
program, and in keeping with the campus-wide movement to replace 3-credit courses with 4credit courses.
In another sense, however, the PSU Honors Program has largely escaped the normal process

of curricular review since all of its courses use omnibus course numbers. The problem is
most acute at the lower division level, where Honors students do the majority of their
cOllrsework, since all lower-division Honors course share the same omnibus number: HON
199, "Studies." At the upper-division level (apart from independent study), Honors courses
share just three different numbers: HON 399, "Special Studies," HON 410, "Selected
Topics," and HON 407, "Seminar." While many programs at PSU teach a substantial
number of their upper-division courses as 407-seminar, which arguably should not be
considered an omnibus number, the course numbers 199, 399 and 410 should nOlmally be
used only on a temporary basis until the program has had time to gain approval for a new
discrete course m]mber.
• The comnlittee considers that the PSU Honor Program's ongoing use of omnibus
numbers rather than discrete catalog numbers for well established courses is a
significant problem that needs to be remedied.
A second significant problem that we find in the current catalog description ofPSU Honors
is that program's stated "graduation requirements," which include the following:
"Students complete a core component of work in the Honors Program, typically around
45 credit hours, which satisfies their general and liberal education requirements. While
individual core programs will vary to some extent, students will complete 10 courses in
Honors. These will include the core course, "Studies," at least two courses designated as
colloquia, and the two-quarter thesis project (8 credit hours)." (PSU Bulletin 2009-2010,
p.55)
The committee finds this description of the Program's graduation requirements to be vague and
difficult to interpret. For the sake of transparency, we would favor a clear, precise and complete
description of the Program's graduation requirements, including the exact minimum number of
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credits to be completed at each level, and the minimum grade (reportedly the grade of B) that
students need to achieve in each Honors course in order to continue in the Program. Ideally, the
Program's graduation requirements should be sufficiently precise to be coded in DARS, so that
the Degree Requirements Office can verify completion of the Program.
A third problem that we find in the cun-ent catalog description of PSU Honors is that, though
PSU Honors Program students are exempted from PSU's baccalaureate distribution
requirements, this exemption is nowhere clearly stated in the PSU Bulletin_ The cun-ent bulletin,
while not addressing this issue directly, appears to imply that Honors Program students are
exempted only from University Studies requirements, not from distribution requirements:
"Students working toward a bachelor's degree must complete the (1) University
requirements, (2) University Studies (general education) requirement, (3) Bachelor of
Arts, Bachelor of Music, or Bachelor of Science requirements, and (4) requirements for a
lTIajor. Students majoring in Liberal Studies or the Honors Program do not need to meet
the general education requirement." (PSU Bulletin 2009-2010, p. 42)
"University Studies (General Education Requirement. Not required for Liberal Studies or
the Honors Program.)" (PSU Bulletin 2009-2010, p. 43)
It appears that Honors Program students have always been exempted from distribution

requirements since the Program was founded in 1969. A review of the DARS reports of all
twenty-seven students who graduated from the PSU Honors Program in 2008 and 2009 shows
that eleven (or 40%) had apparently not completed the distribution requirements for the degree
under which they graduated. For the sake of both transparency and faculty governance, the
Committee believes that:
• The policy of exempting PSU Honors Program Students from baccalaureate distribution
requirements should be reviewed by the Academic Requirements Committee, the
University Curriculum Committee and the Faculty Senate.
• If this exemption is duly approved, it should be made explicit in the PSU Bulletin.
Finally, in keeping with our larger proposal that PSU create an Honors Council with oversight of
the PSU Honors Program and departmental honors tTacks, the Committee believes that:
• The new Honors COlmci! should have the authority to review and approve all new Honors
courses and other substantial curricular Changes to the Honors Program before those
changes arc reviewed by the University Curriculum Committee and Faculty Senate. In
this sense the Council would fill the same function with respect to the Honors Program
that the cuniculun1 committee of the relevant College or School cUlTently fills with
respect to the departments.
4. Consider how the Program's longstanding interest in serving more students. whether the
currcnt 200 student enrollment camp can be lifted and what additional resources would he
rQQllired.
Since its founding the size of the PSU Honors Program has been formally limited to 200
admitted students at any given time_ (For reasons explained above, it is llllclear how this
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limit applies in practice since students admitted to the Honors Program are not coded as such
in Banner until they graduate.) In recent years the size of the Honors faculty has grown, and
now comprise~ six faculty positions, or five faculty FTE (two of the Honors faculty holding
split positions with University Studies). Probably as a result of this expanded teaching
capacity, the number of student credit hours generated per annum by all Honors Program
courses has increased since the mid-1990s by 50%.
Over the same period, however, the number of students graduating from the Honors Program
has remained flat, averaging just under fourteen per annum. At the same time the whole PSU
student body has grown rapidly_ Expressed as a percentage of all PSU undergraduate .
degrees, Honors Progranl degrees have thus declined sharply: from a peak of 1.6% of PSU
undergraduate degrees in 1980, they have fallen to 0.9% in 1995, and just 0.4% for the last
four years (2006-2009). Despite its growth in personnel, PSU Honors Program thus serves a
smaller and smaller proportion ofPSU students.
By building its faculty the Program has already built its capacity to teach a larger number of
students. Honors domain seminars taught on a rotating basis by departmental faculty might
further expand the Program's capacity to accommodate stndents. Though it thus appears that
expansion of the Honors Program would require no immediate new investment in personnel,
it would require other investments to recruit and provide scholarships for a larger number of
students. The Committee thus concludes that:
• It would be desirable to expand the emollment cap of the PSU Honors Program. We
have discussed a possible figure of 500 actively enrolled students, though it would
probably be best to increase the enrollment cap in increments, and assess any
problems that may arise, such as Honors Program students who find it difficult to
register for the Honors courses that they need_
• As stated above, the University should devote greater resonrces toward the earlier and
more aggressive identification and recruitment of high achieving applicants,
especially from area high schools. Without the proactive recruitulent of a larger
number of students with the potential to excel in PSU Honors, to raise the elirolhnent
cap might simply be to set up more students to fail.
• The University should expand its investment in scholarships and research grants for
high achieving students, raising said investment to a per capita level comparable to
the average at our comparator institutions. Such an investment would both help to
recruit high achieving students, and help them to succeed at PSU.
5. Other recommendations for the PSU Honors Program.

The Committee further recommends the following:
• The creation of a distinctive activity code in Banner to designate all currently enrolled
Honors Program students, and an ongoing effort fi"Om the direction of the PSU Honors
Program to keep the coding of currently enrolled Honors Program students up to date.
This would aid greatly with future efforts to understand and assess the Program.
• Preferential course registration for PSU Honors Program students, and for departmental
honors track students, allowing them to register for courses before the general
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undergraduate student population begins registration, as well as expanded library
privileges such as an extended checkout period comparable to that of graduate students.
Clarification ofthe formal rules governing the final approval or rejection of the Honors
thesis for purposes of completion ofthe.PSU Honors Program graduation requirements,
reserving the right of evaluation ofthe scholarly achievement and disciplinary expertise
demonstrated by the thesis to the student's departmental thesis committee.
As mentioned above in passing, the development of new "domain seminars" in Honors.
This idea has originated with the Honors Program faculty and in concept has met with the
approval of the Committee. As we imagine these seminars, the Honors Program would
invite departmental faculty to teach these seminars. Registration for domain seminars
would be open only to PSU Honors Program students, departmental honors track
students, and other high achieving students appropriately defined. Though
interdisciplinary in scope, they would also be somewhat more specialized, and less
interdisciplinary, than regular upper-division Honors courses. They would thus occupy a
transition point between the general education goals of the Honors Program, and the
disciplinary expertise ofthe departments.

Departmental Honors Tracks were framed in the early 1980s by the Faculty Senate as a means
of addressing the needs of transfer students; several departments currently offer tracks to their
majors. These tracks thus also represent a significant resource for high achieving students at the
university. The committee was asked to:
Though departmental honors tracks have existed in some form at PSU since the 1980s, those
for which we have been able to find any substantial information have all been created since
2002. Today fifteen departments have established honors tracks. The number of degrees
produced by departmental honors tracks rose rapidly after 2002, reaching 46 in 2009. By far
the most active honors track at PSU is that in Business Administration, which alone accounts
for 45% of all students graduating from departmental honors tracks. After Business
administration, the most active honors tracks are those in Chemistry, Geology and History,
each of which accounts for nearly 10% of all students graduating from departmental honors
tracks. Three of the fifteen existing honors tracks have not yet produced a single degree.
Departmental honors tracks should not be confused with the PSU Honors Program, a fouryear general education program for high-achieving students that ordinarily culminates in a
senior honors thesis in the student's major field. PSU Honors Program students frequently
major in departments that do not have departmental honors tracks. Many departments across
PSU thus have experience in advising senior honors theses even though they have no
departmental honors track, and they may have developed protocols for doing so, On the
other hand, PSU Honors Program students who major in a department that does have a
departmental honors track are normally expected to complete that track. Of all students who
have graduated from departmental honors tracks so far, roughly 10% also graduated from the
PSU Honors Program.
Deprutmental honors tracks are intended to serve several purposes. In addition to providing
PSU Honors Program students with a formal structure for completion of their senior thesis,
they also enable high-achieving non-Honors Program students to obtain an advanced
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academic experience, and to graduate formally "with departmental honors." Since transfer
students cannot ordinarily enter the PSU Honors Program (the coursework for which begins
in the freshman year), departmental honors tracks provide the only opportunity for transfer
students to do a senior thesis. Depa11mental honors tracks are especially appropriate for
students who intend to enter graduate school.
1. Evaluate the success of the students in the Department Honors Tracks using data on

retention, completion rate and time to degree in addition to information on awards and
graduate and professional school placement.
As with Honors Program students, the success and retention of departmental honors track
students is difficult to measure due to the fact that currently enrolled honors track students
are not coded as such in Banner. To gain a sense of the size oflhe phenomenon, the
Committee has had to work primarily from just two sets of data: students who have
gi'aduated from PSU after completing departmental course 403 ("Thesis") with a passing
grade, and students who have graduated from PSU with departmental honors. Both
indicators are problenlatic. Not all departments with honors track require their honors track
students to take departmental course 403. Moreover, a number of departments with honors
tracks have failed to report their honors track graduates consistently to the Degree
Requirements Office, with the result that these students have often graduated without
formally receiving departmental honors. For this reason we have attempted to verify our lists
of honors track alumni by consulting the departments in question. In nearly all cases,
however, we have been infonned that the departments do not maintain their own lists of their
honors track alumni, but that to the best of their memory our lists appeal' to be complete.
2. Consider mechanisms to support the development of new Departmental HODors tracks and

for sustaining thos« currently in existence.
Only a minority of departments currently have department<ll honors tracks, greatly limiting
the ability of bigh achieving students across PSU to do advanced work in their field.
Surprisingly, for installCe, not a single department in the School afFine alld Performing Arts
currently offers an honors track (though several departments in that School routinely advise
the theses of PSU Honors Program students, suggesting that honors tracks would not be
difficult to develop).
For those departments that already have departmental honors tracks, moreover, information
is often very difficult to obtain. Only eight of the fifteen existing depalimental honors tracks
arc described in the current PSU Bulletin. Some ofthese descriptions are very vague, while
one is simply a single sentence referring stUdents to the department for more information.
Only four of the Bulletin descriptions adequately describe both the admission requirements
and the graduation requirements of the honors track. Only nine honors tracks are described
on depaltmental websites. Three honors tracks are described neither in the Bulletin nor on
tlle website (though they provide print handouts to students who know to ask for them).
The failure of departments to provide adequate descriptions of their honors tracks in the
Catalog and on the Web creates a number ofproblellls. Honors tracks cannot serve as
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recruiting tools for prospective high-achieving students if applicants ru·e unaware of them.
Many qualified majors may never learn that their department has an honors track. The
quality of honors tracks cannot be adequately assessed ifinfOlmalion about them is not
readily available. If degree requirements are not clearly defined, their administration may
become arbitrary and unfair. If degree requirements are not clearly defined, they cannot be
encoded in OARS.
Departmental honors tracks are also under-resourced, the University having devoted
minimal, if any, funds to schoLarships and research grants for honors track students. Nor has
the University invested in the expanded staffing needs of departments advising honors track
theses. Certain departments have infOimed us privately that they considered but rejected the
proposal to create a depaJtmental honors track since they were concerned about the
additional workload for their faculty.
To this end, the Committee makes the following recommendations:
• The Council of Academic Deans (CADS) should encourage major departments across the
University to develop departmental honors tracks.
• In order to appeal to high achieving students with a wider variety of interests, PSU should
develop more departmental honors courses at the lower division level.
• The University should expand its investment in scholarships andresearch grants for high
achieving students, raising said investment to a per capita level compaJ·able to the average
at our compru'ator institutions. Such funding should target departmental honors track
students as well as PSU Honors Program students.
• Every honors track should be described clearly and completely, both in the PSU Bulletin
and on the departmental website. In each case the description should include both the
requirements for admission to the honors track, and the reqnirements for completion of
the honors track. In addition, the website of each department should provide a
downloadable application form. Descriptions in the Bulletin should be referenced in the
index to the Bulletin under the term "Honors, departmental."
• We have recommended above that the University should create a website centralizing
information on resources for high achieving students. This website should include links
to information on all existing honors tracks.
• Academic units should consider developing workload model for faculty by which some
appropJiate amount of advising of independent study credits would be considered the
equivalent of a course.
3. Suggest ways that these tracks should be designed, administered and reviewed for
consistency and quality in the student expeJience.

The corruniltee makes the following recommendations:
• Curriculru· review. CUI1'entIy proposals for new honors tracks, or for substantial revisions
to existing honors tracks, are reviewed and approved only by the department, the dean
and the provost. In keeping with the principles of faculty governance, we recommend a
review process by which such proposals wO\lld also require the approval of the Honors
Council (a body yet to be created), the University Curriculum Committee and the Faculty
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Senate. The Honors Council in particular would be responsible to oversee the
consistency and quality of expectations across all honors tracks.
• Specific curricular recommendations. The Committee further recommends that:
o Every departmental honors track should include a senior thesis or comparable
culminating product, to be presented publicly to the faculty and students. While
in most departments such a project will be a fonnal written thesis, we might
imagine programs where the final project would be (for example) the composition
and performance of a significant musical work, or the creation and exhibition of a
series ofvisual artworks.
o Every departmental honors track should include at least two telUlS of fonnal
independent study or honors coursework. (This might include thesis research and
writing, specialized classes for high achieving majors, or new Honors Program
"domain seminars.") One term would seem to be inadequate to research, write
and present a tme senior thesis.
o Every departmental honors track should include at least one tellu of departmental
course 403 ("Thesis"), a course number that is reserved uniquely for the
undergraduate thesis.
Telminology.
A number of departments refer to their honors tracks as departmental
•
"honors programs," causing needless confusion with the PSU Honors Program. In future,
departments should be unifonnly required to withdraw the expression "departmental
honors program" and instead adopt the expression "departmental honors track." (We are
infonued that recent catalog revisions already tend in this direction.)
• Timely reporting of honors track completiolL In a number of departments, many or all of
those students who have successfully completed the deprutmental honors track have
never received fonnal recognition of this achievement in their official student record, and
thus technically have not graduated "with honors." The ellor occurs when departments
fail to notify the Degree Requirements Office that a particular student has comp leted the
departmental honors track. It is incllmbentupon all depaltments with honors tracks (and
presumably upon the department chair) to notify the Degree Requirements Office in a
timely fashion each time a student completes the track, and to verify in Brumer that the
student has received appropriate recogoition.
• Other record keeping measures. Further, having consulted with the Assistant Director of
the Degree Requirements Office, the Committee also recommends each of the following
refonus:
o Currently enrolled honors track students should be desigoated as such in Balmer
with an appropriate activity code.
o Requirements for each deprutmental hOllors track should be coded as an option in
DARS, SO that students Call infonn themselves oftheir own progress toward the
completion of track, and·so that the Degree Requirements Office can more easily
verify that a graduating senior should receive departmental honors. (Note that the
Mathematics Department has already done this.)
o The form for the application for graduation should be revised to ask students if
they are ina departmental honors track.
o If all honors tracks required students to complete some minimum number of
credits of departmental course 403 (above), this would be.a further aid to
identifying students who are pursuing departmental honors.
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4. Consider means by which these tracks can be integrated with other resources for highachieving students.
To address this issue the Committee simply wishes to reiterate recommendations made
elsewhere in this report. In particular:
• The University should expand its investment in scholarships and research grants for high
achieving students.
• The University should create a central website for high achieving students with links to a
variety of resources.
• The PSU Honors Program should work with departments to" develop what the Honors
Program is currently calling "domain seminars," which would be taught primarily by
departmental faculty and designed to serve both honors track students and PSU Honors
Program students, as well as other high achieving students, appropriately defined.
Part IV Other Curricular Considerations
Accelerated Baccalaureate
Offering a tlu'ee-year accelerated baccalaureate could Serve as a significant recruiting tool
for attracting high achieving students to PSu. The Honors Council should study carefully
the different models of accelerated baccalaureate programs currently being offered.
111ere are two broad models for developing accelerated baccalaureate programs. The first
requires students to complete the same number of credit hours in a shorter period oftime
and is portmyed as a cost-saving measure. This option is available to students who have
acquired many college credit hours while still in high school, who take summer courses,
and who take a high number of credit hours each term. The other fonn of accelerated
baccalaureate emphasizes developing core competencies in the disciplinary major and in
general education coursework. In this model students are not required to achieve an
arbitrary number of credit hours for graduation, but instead to complete a carefullydesigned pattel1l of courses and co-culTicular experiences that will assist the shldent in
building the skills necessary for success in later educational experiences.
As it was designed, the University Honors Program offers the possibility of an
accelerated baccalaureate program at PSU that would conform to the second form of
program discussed above. The extraordinary privilege extended to students fully admitted
to Honors (release from general university requirements, but with the requirement that
students fulfill core general education coursework in Honors and coursework in their
disciplinary major for graduation) allows them a degree of flexibility in designing an
individualized undergraduate program, in close consultation with facuity advisors in their
major and in Honors. This privilege often allows Honors students to graduate with fewer.
than the general university's required number of completed credit hours, which means
that students can and do graduate in under four years. With this in mind, the Honors
Council should consider the strengths offered by the University Honors Program when it
studies the possibility of designing all acceleratedbaccalaureate program for PSu.
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Appendix A. Review of Comparator Institutions
To help guide our discussion of curricular design we gathered infonuation on honors
programming at our sister institutions and at the sub-set ofurbari public universities that
have been designated by OUS as POIiland State University comparator institutions. We
were primarily interested in the organization and delivery of the honors curriculum, but
also gathered data on admissions and retention requirements. (See appendix.)
Within Oregon, at our two sister institutions:

University of Oregon and Oregon State University offer both an "honors college"
program and extensive departmental honors options (over 40 at U of Oregon). Each
honors college enrolls approximately 700 stndents in honors identified courses that fulfill
general education requirements, including upper-division courses taught by faculty with
appointments in regular University departments, and require an Honors thesis. The two
campuses offer a contrast, however, in tenus of the organization of the curriculum and
staffing of the honors college. Founded over sixty year ago in 1949, U of Oregon's Clark
College is a separate academic unit with 13 resident faculty. OSD's University Honors
College, founded in 1997, is designed as an enrichment program and, with no faculty of
its own, could be described as a more "integrated" model.
Both honors colleges have a competitive selection process that is concurrent with
Freshman admission, but OSD's program is generally more accessible to transfer
students. U of 0 accepts high-achieving stndent transfers from within the University.
OSU accepts transfers with a GPA of 3.25 or above; junior transfers enter as "associates"
(with IS credits of honors course work expected).
U of 0 Clark Honors College faculty offer a menu of five 200-level courses in 3
academic domains (science, humanities and social science) in the first year of its program
that advertises a commitment "to both scientific and humanistic modes of inquiry."
Depending on their majors, students may elect to distribute the five courses over one or
two years. At OSU, first (or second) year students take honors sections in the regular
Baccalaureate core curriculum (15 credits, including 3 credits of writing).
To create upper-division honors offerings, both honors colleges invite faculty to submit
proposals for discipline.based honors courses. Clark Honors College accepts up to 20
proposals for 400-level colloquia annually and participation appears to be limited to
admitted Honors College students. OSU Honors College changes its departmentally
based 300 and 400-level honors courses annually, featuring over 50 courses per term.
OSU opens upper-division honors courses that do not fill to stlldents with GPAs at 3.25
or above. At OSU departmental faculty generally teach dedicated honors.courses in load
and Honors College reimburses departments for faculty time.
Students are required to complete a thesis at each school, with Honors Program mentors
and departmental advisers on individual committees. It is nor clear how well "integrated"
this advising process is for students. At U of Oregol1, the College states that the thesis
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process "reflects dialogue, common work, and apprenticeship with faculty members in
their specialized fields of interest." OSU agrees to let students completing departmental
honors tracks" adapt" their departmental theses to meet Honors requirements.
PSU has few if any honors courses outside of departmental thesis and by-arrangement
courses and the limited number of seminars offered under omnibus numbers through
Honors Program. IfPSO elects to expand it honors programming and broaden
participation, it will have to address the fact that its infrastructure is not comparable to
either 0 of Oregon's or OSlJ's. In addition to small class sizes (12-20), each university
offers its students identifjed honors housing, classrooms, study areas and lounges, IT
support, dedicated advising and faculty mentoring, academic and social events. Each has
a central office administration with a Dean, Assistant Dean(s), 1 or 2 Advisers, and
recruitment and support staff.
At 0 of Oregon and OSO, some ofthe cost of providing infrastructure isbom by the
students who elect to participate. Students at OSU pay regular tuition plus a $250
resource fee each tenn, while at U of 0, honors resource fees range from from $2,000 in
the first year, $1,200 in the second, and $250 per tem1 thereafter. Neither University
appears to offer tuition remissions as a recruitment tool specifically for Honors identified
students. asu Honors College currently has a limited number of donor-supported
scholarships and has received a $1 million pledge to create endowments in supp0!1 of its
students, faculty and the dean. U of Oregon offers students stipends to cover the cost of
its reso m'ces fees.

PSU-OUS comparator Universities

This summary captures only some salient features of national Honors programs. In the
appendix of the repOl1 is a chart comparing the features of honors progran1s at (X) urban
public universities on the PSO-OUS comparator list, ranging from University of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee to the University of Memphis.
Our comparator institutions offer an array of student benefits similar to those at U or
Oregon and Oregon State University, with the most common being the promise of small
class size, dedicated (often voluntary) advising, preparation for graduate or professional
school, and leadership and social experiences within student organizations or honors
communities. Also mentioned are a limited numbers of scholarships targeted for first
year students, Milwaukee offers scholarships to Juniors and Seniors only, priority
registration for courses, extended library borrowing privileges, arranged field trips,
conference participation, and sh0l1-lenn study abroad. A number of institutions link
honors students into campus-wide programs that snpport opportunities for first generation
students, faculty-student research and special mentoring. Admission req~lirements are
most commonly pegged to ACT/SAT scores, (ACT 27/SAT 1250), and sometimes
guarantee admission with these scores. (One institution encourages students with ACT 26
or SAT 1200+ to apply.) GPA required for graduation ranges from 3.25 to 3.4.
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Most of these institutions offer an Honors program that fulfills (enriches) general
education requirements, with a required capstone project that is discipline based. Most
also offer distinct departmental honors tracks. Some departments have integrated these
two tracks, with specific deprulmental criteria added to the discipline-based Honors
College-supervised thesis. First Year Experiences are frequently distinct from upper
division course work that tends to be discipline based. Upper-division honors course
work comes in different forms: either special honors seminars offered through the Honor
College, or honors sections of courses in the regular curriculum, or parallel honors
registration for identified honors courses. Several progrruns feature an honors capstone
experience with a non-thesis option; one program has two degrees of honors, with and
without thesis.
Two of our comparators have introduced recent changes in their honors offerings:
Indiana University, Purdue University at Indianapolis (lUPUI), conducted a study of its
regional competitors that led to a strategic plan for a separate Honors College program
(initiated in 2007), and a separate Pre-professional Honors Admission track intended as a
pathway into graduate or professional study at lUPUI for exceptional undergraduate
students in Business, Health, Engineering, Law, and Physics. IUPUI is investing in
targeted scholarships for its Honors College students, an honors dorm, and special
programming and advising, but it has no distinctive first year cUITiculum. (Its first-year
experience is linked to the University's two-year "Common Theme.") Students have the
0ppollunity to complete 300- and 400-level Departmental Research and/or Capstone
Honors Courses within their maj or disciplines for Honors College credit.
The Honors College at University of Illinois, Chicago recently realigned its two-semester
Honors College first-year experience to match the six themes introduced in the new
General Education Core in 2007 (Analyzing the Natural World; Understanding the
Individual and Society; Understanding the Past; Understanding the Creative Arts;
Exploring World Cultures; Understanding U.S. Society). UI Chicago has developed a
broad partnership with faculty to serve its diverse, motivated and talented population of
students. Over 250 Faculty volunteer as Mentors (and have a small "Mentorship meals"
allowrulce). The Honors College graduated 305 students with honors in 2008 (ACT 28 is
the admission standard and students must have a 3.4 GPA to continue.) Part of their
success must stem [rom the investment in support staff: a Dean, 2 Associate Deans, a
Director of Advancement, Director of Operations, and 4 Dean's assistants. Honors core
courses limit enrollment to 25 (but first year courses provide credit in only the humanities
and social science areas). Honors College offers upper-division lectures and seminars,
recommended as good options for students after general education programs have been
compieted. Many departments offer honors identified courses. Intellectual and
community engagement is built into the program with an expectation of a 1 credit Honors
Activity each term. Students can complete capstone projects that are not limited to
traditional theses:
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i -Special library privileges

-Leadership and social
experiences within student
organizations such as the
Honors College Advisory
Board (HCAB), Society of
Future Physicians,

-Honors College Student
Council

for ·admitting students
from local area
community colleges
-Particpation in a srudent
Honors Council

Summer Honors
Academy for high
schOOl students

-A community of students ;
and faculty wi
.
opportunities to become
engaged on campus and in :
the urban community

-ability to individualize
majors w/independent
. study and research
----_.+._-

--Honors Faculty Fellow
· (soph. year advisees)
-Small honors seminar
class size (20)
: -small activity allowance

Some depts-have a honors
· thesis option, some partner
with Honors College; GPA
based dept. Itdistinction"

<

??? Self IdentIfied?

Honors College handbook Faculty members who
for faculty not available on teach fhrough the college
line
are recognized by the
University as individuals
who are fine
teacher/scholars and who
enjoy working with
students.

. Liberal Arts, Science &
i Yes (have to search by
Honors Credit for 300: Engineering appear to
Idept., ie.• Poli Sci.
and 400-LeveI Dept
partner wI Honors College Hist ... )
Research or Capstone
Courses provide honors~vel study in disciplines.
*Honors Professional
Admissions Program

~
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Appendix B
Honors Program Interns 1988 - 2010
Amann, Alexis
Anderson, Heather
And rasko-Bourgeois,
Jonathan
Arsanjani, Amir
Askew, Israel
Askew, Judah
Babiracki, Patryk
Baker, Matthew
Barnam, Steve
Barnum, Andrea
Barsotti, Teressa
Bazzell, Jennifer
Bevan, Dane
Biller, Diana
Bondelie, Kenneth
Bonham, Luke
Bonin, Kindel
Brisc, loan a
Cairns, Crystal
Callanan, Lindsay
Carlson, Jessica
Carney, Christiane
Cate, Rachel
Chasse, Mark
Chisti, Ali
Clifford, Kristina
Conaway, Juliet
Cook, Vandy
Cook, Vivian
Cooley, Josh
Cooper, Josephine
Cornwell, Marcus
Daschel, Betty
Delander, Sarah
Delco, Matthew
Do, Peter
Dodean, Adela
Dorsey, Krista
Douglass, Merlin
Dresselhaus, Carolyn
Duplessis, Jessica
Duvack, Rachel

Curatorial internship, private gallery
National Museum of American History
NIH (Aorta Studies, Dr. Summers)
NIH (Oncology Gene Therapy, Dr. Seth)
Sen. Smith's Office
NIH (Dr. Greenberg's laboratory)
Woodrow Wilson Center
Rep. Wu's Office
National Building Museum
CNN
Woodrow Wilson Center
White House
Woodrow Wilson Center
U.S. Department of State (Office of European Union & Regional
Affairs)
SOciety for the Psychological Study of Social Issues
Latino Economic Development Corporation
National Museum of American History
NIH
Rep. Wu's Office
NIH/Johns Hopkins (Institute for Global Health)
NIH
National Museum of Natural History
Amnesty International
National Archives and Records Administration
NIH
National Conference of State Legislatures
National Museum of American History
National Portrait Gallery
National Museum of American History (History of Medical
Science)
Woodrow Wilson Center
National Museum of American History
The Wildfire Organization
National Museum of Health & Medicine
Mercy Corps
Smithsonian Institute (IT Support Section)
NIH (2 terms)
NIH
Library of Congress
National Museum of American History
American Art Museum (research internship with Dr. Kotzin)
Canadian Embassy
Center to Improve Care of the Dying (GWU Medical School)
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Dysert, David
Eisert, Austin
Estvold, Soren
Farrokhzadia, Sara
Feldman, Andrew
Frank, Christopher
Fridenburg, Tess
Fuller, Thomas
Gellatly, Eric
Genest, Janelle
Geren, Jodi
Gherlein, Elizabeth
Gillies, Kyle
Glock, Ryan
Goe, Sean
Gray, Orion
Gust, Shannon
Hall, Vandy
Hamilton, Patrick
Harvey, Jon
Hays, Stephanie
Hazzard, Chris
Hinkley, Sean
Hirak, Brent
Hodges, Nathan
Horn, Zachary
Hosford, Alexandra
Hrouda, Simone
Hutanu, Daniel
Illig, Tai
Jeanfreau, Matthew
Johnson, Aaron
Johnson, Hiawatha
Johnson, Robert
Johnstone, Patrick
Kelly, Trisa
Kleck, Christopher
Kraley, Shon
Krause, Aud rey
Krummel, Amber
Landstrom, Allison
Larsen, Siri
Latiolais, William
Leake, Joshua
Lisle, Aaron
Lohr, Jason
Luiz, Jade

National Museum of American HistorylWoodrow Wilson Center
NIMH
NIH
Woodrow Wilson Center
Rep. DeFazio's Office
National Museum of American History
National Museum of Natural History
National Museum of American History (Division of Science,
Medicine & Society)
Sen. Hatfield's Offloe
NIH (Genetic disease research, Dr. Nussbaum)
Folger Shakespeare Library
Voice of America (East Asia & Pacific Div., China Branch)
Woodrow Wilson Center
Sen. Wyden's Office
NIH (Medical Imaging, Dr. Summers)
NIMH (ADD/Tourette's Syndrome Laboratory and Clinic, Dr.
Castellanos)
La Clinica del Pueblo
Smithsonian Institution
National Museum of American History (American Quarterly)
National Museum of American History
Woodrow Wilson Center
NIH
National Museum of American History (Graphic Arts Collections,
Research on printing presses)
Freer/Sackler Gallery (Object Photography)
National Museum of Natural History (Department of Botany)
NIH
Fourth World Movement
Center for Applied Linguistics
NIH
Woodrow Wilson Center
Woodrow Wilson Center
Smithsonian Institution (Traveling Exhibition Service)
National Museum of African Art
Rep. Furse's Office
NIH (Molecular Neuroendocrinology, Dr. Uclnio)
National Conference of State Legislatures
.
NIH
Woodrow Wilson Center
National Museum of American History (WWII German records)
NIH
NIH
National Museum of Natural History (Soil Studies)
U.S. Treasury (Economic Policy Department)
National Museum Of American History (with Ann RosslllI, senior
graphic designer)
Woodrow Wilson Center (Internship with Sen. Moynihan)
Woodrow Wilson Center (Dr. Amini)
National Anthropological Archives
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MacArthur, Matt
Maney, Ella
Manning, David
Marsden, Jessica
Martin, Candice
Matteucci, Gregory
Matthieu, Sharlene
McDonald, Natalie
McMurry, Keri
Miller, Holly
Miller, Matthew
Moen, Peter
Monitto, Aivia
Moore, Shanna
Morgan, Michael
Morrison, Tiffany
Morton, And rew
Moss, Cheney
Moynihan, Cornelia
Mullins, Melissa
Myers, Jason
Nelson, James
Nelson, Raney
Nieuhuser, Carrie
Nishikawa, Greg
Norton, Emily
O'Brien, Amanda
Ogle, Erin
Olsen, Jennifer
Orcutt, Lindsey
Pal, Natassja
Papadopoulos, Nicolas
Patange, Simona
Patton, Rachel
Petersen, Snow
Petrisor, Dan
Pham, Albert
Phillips, Cynthia
Pierce, Claire
Pivtoralko, Mikhail
Ponitch, Maresa
Popp, Jeremy
Powers, Sarah
Purcell, Shawn a
Putnam, Amy
Putnam, Bryan
Putnam, Eric
Radmacher, Amanda
Radonich, Rachel

National Museum of American History
National Museum of American History
National Museum of American History
Kutztown University (research on Baltimore-area synagogues)
Sen. Wyden's Office
Rep. DeFazio's Office
NIH/NICHD (Laboratory of Comparative Ethology, Child & Family
Research, Dr. Bornstein)
Woodrow Wilson Center
National Portrait Gallery
National Museum of American History
Woodrow Wilson Center
National Museum of American History
National Anthropological Archives
Museum of American History
Rep. DeFazio's Office
NIH
Rep. Wu'sOffice
National Museum of American History
National Museum of Women in the Arts
Folger Shakespeare Library
National Museum of American History
National Museum of American History
National Museum of American History
National Conference of State Legislatures
NIH
Woodrow Wilson Center
Washington Project for the Arts/Corcoran
Woodrow Wilson Center
National Museum of American History
Library of Congress (Music Division)
NIH
NIH (Child Health & Human Development)
NIH
Woodrow Wilson Center
NIH
NIH (Dental research with Dr. Fox)
NIH (Center of Information Technology, Division of
Computational Bioscience)
Sen. Hatfield's Office
Rep. Wu's Office
Goddard Space Flight Center
Capital Children Museum
NIH (Medical Imaging, Dr. Summers)
Woodrow Wilson Center
Walter Reed Army Institute
Woodrow Wilson Center
NIH (Radiology, Dr. Choyke)
Georgetown University Hospital
Smithsonian Institution (Archives Division)
NIH
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Raiskin, Christopher
Rea, Julie
Rix, Rebecca
Robinson, Phoebe
Robrecht, Daniel
Rose, Sharon
Rufer, Emil
San Luis, Helen Grace
Sandhu, Neel
Savu, Julian
Sayer, Daniel
Schmaedick, Melissa
Schwab, Kate
Sharma, Sheena
Sherman, Antoinette
Shiveley, Jade
Shomloo, Shawheen
Skyberg, Osa
Smith, Sean
Soli, Steven
Srams, Stefan
Stan, Edward
Stevanus, Erin
Stevens, Madeline
Stucke, Ryland
Sullivan, Heather
Surdu, Mihaela
Tee, Michael
Than, Duong
Toates, Greg
Torchln, Leshu
Trosper, Dylan
Tweed, Patrick
Ungureanu, Edelina
Vanderlip, Aaron
Walhood, Mark
Walker, Jessica
Walker, Todd
Watts, Autumn
Weather, Ward
Weber, Michelle
Weislogel, Reuben
Westerman, John
Wilcox, Kathryn
Wilkins, Bryan
Williams, Kathleen
Williams, Tona

The Pragma Corporation
Woodrow Wilson Center
Common Cause
NIH (Neurogenetics)
NIH
Center to Improve Care of the Dying (GWU Medical School)
Smithsonian Institution
Woodrow Wilson Center
NIH (Neurological Disorders, Cognitive Neuroscience Section,
Drs. Grafman, Pietrini)
NIH
NIH
U.S. Department of Agriculture (Foreign Agriculture Service)
American Film Institute (Silent Film Archiving and Preservation
Center)
Embassy of Afghanistan (Political Affairs Department)
Folger Shakespeare Library .
Woodrow Wilson Center (Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian
StudieS)
NIH (National Cancer Institute)
National Museum of American History
Rep. AuCoin's Office
NIH
NIH (National Heart/Lung Institute, Dr. Spring)
National Society for Professional Engineers
Woodrow Wilson Center
Folger Shakespeare Library
NIH
Woodrow Wilson Center
NIH
NIH (2 terms)
NIH
Woodrow Wilson Center
National Holocaust Museum
ACLU
Woodrow Wilson Center
NIH (Pulmonary and Vascular Medicine)
National Museum of American History (Music History)
National Trust for Historical Preservation
Feminist Majority Foundation (Women & Human Rights
Conference)
Woodrow Wilson Center
Smithsonian Institution
National Museum of American History
National Museum of Women in the Arts
FINCA International
Center for Folklife Programs & Cultural Studies, Smithsonian
Kennedy Institute of Ethics (Georgetown University)
WVSA ARTs Connection
Library of Congress (Rare Books)
Battelle Pacific NW Laboratories (EnVironmental Section)
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Winters, Erik
Wolff, Christopher
Yoder, Emily
Zajdel, Dan
Zimmerman, Larisa
Zimmerman, Sean
Zulauf, Brian
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National Museum of American History
National Museum of Natural History
National Archives (Center for Legislative Archives)
NIMH
National Museum of American History (Cultural Studies, Ethnic
Imagery Project)
White House (President's Council of Economic Advisers)
National Museum of American History
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AppendixC
. A CLOSE LOOK AT ONE HONORS COHORT OVER THE FRESHMAN YEAR
One approach to examining the continuance of students pursuing their general education requirement in the
Honors Program is to follow a group of students from the fall term of one year through to the beginning of the
second year of Honors. Although we examine only one set of data here, the findings are consistent with Honors
faculty knowledge and experience of other first year cohOitS. Eighty-six students registered for Studies I in faU
2008. Of these, at least 22 (26%) had GP As below the 3.5 threshold.> Five of these had GPAs that rounded up to
3.5; 17 (20% of total enrollees) did not. Of the 22 with low GPAs, seven (8% of total enrollees) also had SAT
scores helow the 1200 threshold SCOre. This means 64 students met the GPA requirement (69 students if we
count the rounded up GPAs). We have SAT data for 58 of these 69 students_ Ofthose 58, twenty-two had SAT
scores below 1200. Looking at these numbers together we know for sure that only 34 (40%) of the students meet
both Honors criteria and perhaps four of the remaining eleven, the difference between 58 and 69 students, do as
well (so possibly 44% of the
students meet the criteria). At the
Unquallfying (jPA, SATar both:
QlJalifyin9 (jPA & SAT score:
most generous we could presume
60%
40%
that all the indeterminate cases
(there were eleven) met both the
requisite GPA and SAT scores. At
best that's 45 students or just over
86 ,tlJdents enrolled
50% offall term registrants in
for fall term i lo08
Studies 1.
What happened to the 86
students over the cOllrse of
Do (lOt
Complete (jr~t year
Complete first year
Studies I, II and III, and on to
Cir~t veer: 40~ but dOf1't continue: :40%
& contir'lLl~: 40%
enrollment in Stl1dies IV in fall
2009? Roughly 60% ofthe
students completed the first year and 41% were registered in Studies IV. Students least likely to complete the
year were those with both low GPA and SAT scores (only 22% do so). The next least likely to finish were those
with qualifying GPA but low SAT scores (48%). Those with somewhat low GPA but qualifying SAT scores
completed the first year at a rate of 81%, while 71% ofthose with both high GPA and SAT sco,'es finished the first
year. Clearly, those students who met both GPA and SAT criteria, or who met the SAT criteria, fare much better
than those with lower GPAs or both low GPA and low SAT scores.

compl;;l

Of the 51 (of 86) students who did not continue into the second year (fall 2009), thirteen left PSU and 38
remained. Of those thirty-eight, eleven had not maintained at 3.0 GPA and thm were not formally admitted to
the Honors Program. This leaves 27 students whose cumulative PSU GPAs were above 3.0 and who could have
continued but did not. Why those twenty-seven students (whose PSU cumulative GPAs were above 3.0) did not
. continue in Honors from spring 2009 to fall 2009 is clear for some (family difficulties, emotional problems,
found the Honors curriculum too demanding of their time,4 and such) and not for others. Roughly half of them
were students who presented non-qualifying SAT scores at the beginning of their freshman year, and the overall
data suggest that high SAT sCOres is a better predictor of Honors continuance than is GPA.
In conclusion: If we take these data as representative of other cohorts (and we have no reason to thinl<
otherwise) we would expect a greater rate of continuance through the first year and on to the second if the
entering group was comprised of students who met both GPA and SAT criteria. At present only about a half of
the students electing first year Honors meet those qualifications.

For some students we have no SAT scores and for a few others (entering with a GED or home schooled) we have
no GPA.
.
4 As Freshman Inquhy Coordinator, Michael mower has met with a number of students seeking to move over to
University Studies. Those students often note that the Honors workload is demanding and that, given the press
of time, they would rather put more hours into their other coursework.
3
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Appendix D: Honors Program and Departmental Honors Tracks Enrollment
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,PSU students who have graduated from departmental honors tracks, by major (2002-2009),

-..l

College
Depl

BI

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

~
'1J

en

CH

CLAS
G
HST MTH

EC

PHL

PH

MCECS
CS ECE

CE

ME

SBA SSW CUPA
BA CFS
PS

19

2
4

2

4
1
22
26
36
35
34
46

90

8

5

204

2
1

4
1

2
4

5
3
3

2
1
3

1

2

4

1

3

2
3

4

2
3

6

1

1

2

3

2
2

2
1
1
2
2

2

11

5

5

2

2

3

12

18

8

20

3

8

1

1

9

1

22
17

2

Total

15

1
2

c

~

- tolal
_ ...... -

18 ~5

4

~

; fDepartmental codes:

"
~. 81: Biology
!l. CH: Chemistry

'"

;;I'

EC: Economics
" GEOG: Geography
~ G: Geology
,."
N HST: History
~ MTH: Mathematics
PHL: Philosophy
PH: Physics
PSY: Psychology
CEo Civil and Environmental Engineering
CS: Computer Science
ECE: Electrical and Computer Engineering
ME: Mechanical Engineering
BA: Business
CFS: Child and Family Studies

I

~ PS: Political Science
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